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Abstract
Reconstructing the transcriptome from RNA sequencing reads is a challeng-
ing problem, especially when no high quality reference genome is available.
Current transcriptome annotations have largely relied on short read lengths
intrinsic to most widely used high-throughput cDNA sequencing technolo-
gies. For example, in the annotation of the Caenorhabditis elegans transcriptome,
more than half of the transcript isoforms lack full-length support and instead
rely on inference from short reads that do not span the full length of the
isoform. Short read sequencing technologies, though accurate, cannot re-
liably reconstruct full-length transcripts due to the highly complex nature
of the transcriptome with large gene families, widespread alternative splic-
ing, and highly variable expression and coverage per transcript. We applied
nanopore-based direct RNA sequencing to characterize the developmental
polyadenylated transcriptome of C. elegans. Using this approach we provide
support for 23,865 splice isoforms across 14,611 genes, without the need for
computational reconstruction of gene models.
In addition, we have developed an open source de novo transcriptome assem-
bly method, CONDUIT, which uses single molecule long read RNA sequenc-
ing to generate scaffolded splice graphs independent of a reference genome.
ii
It then pseudomaps short-read RNA sequencing reads to isoforms extracted
from the scaffolded splice graph, polishes these splice graphs using both short
and long read data, and outputs consensus isoforms extracted from these
splice graphs. We show that CONDUIT produces highly accurate consensus
isoforms, completely independent of a reference genome in several model
systems and in a novel pathogenic yeast system.
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1.1 Transcriptome Structure Overview in
Caenorhabditis elegans
The complete set of RNA products produced by an organism, i.e. the tran-
scriptome, has a profound impact on the physiology and relatedly, the fitness
of that organism (Srivastava et al., 2019). Broadly, the transcriptome can be
divided into two categories, RNA products that code for protein, or protein-
coding RNAs, and RNA products that do not code for protein, or non-coding
RNAs (Craig et al., 2014). All protein products produced by the organism
must first be encoded as messenger RNA (mRNA), and translated through
the action of non-coding ribosomal and transfer RNAs (rRNAs and tRNAs),
while regulatory networks of other non-coding RNAs can influence the levels
of RNAs themselves, the translation rate of mRNAs, and even the chromatin
state of DNA (Craig et al., 2014; Jonas and Izaurralde, 2015; Holoch and
Moazed, 2015; Morris and Mattick, 2014).
Our current understanding of the nematode roundworm Caenorhabditis elegans
1
transcriptome has been determined with a variety of techniques including
coding sequence (CDS) prediction algorithms, Expressed Sequence Tag (EST)
and Open Reading Frame Sequence Tag (OST) cDNA based libraries assessed
through Sanger sequencing, and short read based RNA sequencing (collected
largely by the modENCODE project but also from other sources) (Spieth et al.,
2014; Lamesch et al., 2004; Reboul et al., 2001; Boeck et al., 2016; Hillier et al.,
2009). Based on data collected through these and other approaches, the C.
elegans transcriptome contains approximately 53,000 genes, around 20,000 of
which are protein coding (Lee et al., 2018; WormBase web site, 2018).
1.1.1 Protein-coding genes
Generally, protein coding genes consist of a promoter region, a transcription
start site (TSS), a five-prime untranslated region (5’UTR), a coding sequence
(CDS), a three-prime untranslated region (3’UTR), and a transcription termina-
tion region (Craig et al., 2014; Haberle and Stark, 2018; Porrua and Libri, 2015).
The 5’UTR, CDS, and 3’UTR are comprised of exonic sequences (regions that
are included in the mature mRNA product) and can also include intronic
sequences (regions that are removed from the mature mRNA product in a
process known as cis-splicing) or outronic sequences (regions that are removed
from the mature mRNA product in a process known as trans-splicing) (Craig
et al., 2014). The functional end-products of these genes are the protein product
expressed through the translation of the mature mRNA (although secondary
functional roles in addition to translation have been identified for several
mRNAs) (Craig et al., 2014; Li and Liu, 2019). These mRNA transcripts are
often subject to regulation from various protein and ribonucleoprotein (RNP)
2
complexes, which recognize their binding sites within the mRNA and bind
to influence various properties of the transcript including rates of translation
and degradation, localization within the cell, RNA base modifications, and
poly(A) tail lengths (Craig et al., 2014; Szostak and Gebauer, 2013; Andreassi
and Riccio, 2009; Zhao et al., 2015; Eckmann et al., 2011).
As of the WS237 release of the C. elegans transcriptome, C. elegans coding genes
have median length of around 2 kilobases long, though annotated C. elegans
coding genes range from as short as 30 bp to 102.6 Kb based on the WormBase
WS265 transcriptome (A portion of the distribution of which can be seen in
Figure 1.1) (Spieth et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2018; WormBase web site, 2018).





















Figure 1.1: Length distribution of WS265 protein coding genes
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Figure 1.2: Number of introns of WS265 protein coding genes
As of the WS237 release of the C. elegans transcriptome annotation, there are
108,151 annotated introns in the protein coding genes of C. elegans (Spieth
et al., 2014). The number of introns within the pre-mRNA transcript is variable
gene to gene, ranging from 0 introns in single exon genes to 68 unique introns
in the highly complex gene ttn-1 (Figure 1.2; based on the WS265 release of
the transcriptome annotation) (Lee et al., 2018; WormBase web site, 2018).
The length of these introns also varies greatly, ranging from micro-introns
approximately 25 nt in length, to the 100 kilobase intron present in the gene
nhr-23 (Spieth et al., 2014). The overall distribution of intron lengths in the
WormBase WS265 annotation of the transcriptome can be seen in Figure 1.3
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Figure 1.3: Length of introns of WS265 protein coding genes
(WormBase web site 2018; Lee et al. 2018). In general intron lengths in C.
elegans are much shorter than those in vertebrate organisms, and sequence
elements of introns common in vertebrate spliceosomal spliced introns are
less common in C. elegans (the differences in the prevalence of these sequence
elements is discussed in more detail in Section 1.3.2.1) (Riddle et al., 1997;
Zahler, 2018).
Similarly, the number of exons per protein coding gene in the annotation is
broadly distributed (Figure 1.4), as is the length of these exons (Figure 1.5)
(Both based on the WS265 transcriptome release) (Lee et al., 2018; WormBase
web site, 2018). Exon length in C. elegans is similarly distributed to the exon
5
lengths of vertebrate organisms (Spieth et al., 2014).



















Figure 1.4: Number of exons of WS265 protein coding genes
3’UTRs are important features of protein coding mRNA transcripts that dispro-
portionately contain binding sites for RNA binding proteins and regulatory
small RNAs (Szostak and Gebauer, 2013; Andreassi and Riccio, 2009). Many
genes can express multiple possible 3’UTRs isoforms, and the usage of longer
or shorter 3’UTR isoforms can lead to the imposition of or evasion of addi-
tional levels of regulation of an RNA transcript (Mayr and Bartel, 2009). In
genes with multiple 3’ UTRs shorter 3’UTR isoforms are less likely to have
a canonical or alternative poly(A) signal (PAS) specifying the cleavage and
polyadenylation site than longer 3’UTR isoforms or 3’ UTRs from genes with
6





























Figure 1.5: Length of exons of WS265 protein coding genes
a single 3’ UTR (Mangone et al., 2010). In C. elegans average 3’UTR lengths
have been shown to change across developmental stages, getting shorter as
the organism gets older (Mangone et al., 2010). In the WS265 annotation
of the C. elegans transcriptome, many protein coding genes (27.9%) do not
have an annotated 3’UTR, despite there being several datasets that have used
sequencing to profile 3’UTRs genome wide (Lee et al., 2018; WormBase web
site, 2018).
The number of functional transcripts is also dramatically increased in many
eukaryotes through the process of alternative splicing, which allows a single
gene to encode multiple transcripts (Baralle and Giudice, 2017). The process of
7
alternative splicing is discussed in more detail below in Section 1.3.2.1.2.
1.1.2 Non-coding RNA genes
Non-coding RNAs serve diverse roles within the cell, and can be broken
down into many subclasses. Non-coding RNA loci in C. elegans have been
discovered and annotated based on a variety of sources, including large scale
deep sequencing from various publications (Spieth et al., 2014). We address
various subclasses of non-coding RNAs below.
1.1.2.1 Small non-coding RNA genes
Small non-coding RNAs are typically defined as RNA products shorter than
an arbitrary threshold of 200 nt in length that do not code for protein (Han Li
and Chen, 2015). Most non-coding genes in C. elegans are small non-coding
RNAs (piRNAs, in particular represent a large fraction of the non-coding
RNA in C. elegans, 61% of non-coding genes in the WS237 release of the
transcriptome annotation) (Spieth et al., 2014). In eukaryotes, many subclasses
of small non-coding RNAs are bound by Argonaute proteins and bind their
RNA targets through complementary base pairing (depending on the small
RNA class this pairing can exhibit perfect complementarity, or have several
mismatches) (Hoogstrate et al., 2014; Billi et al., 2014; Vella and Slack, 2005).
The effect and physiological role of small ncRNA binding varies by subclass,
which will be explained for each subclass in further detail below.
1.1.2.1.1 MicroRNAs (miRNAs)
MicroRNAs are a highly conserved class of small RNAs whose mature product
8
generally is around 22 nt in length responsible for regulating the stability and
protein expression levels of RNA transcripts (Cai et al., 2009). miRNAs are
first transcribed as primary RNA (pri-miRNA) transcripts. These transcripts
are modified with a 5’ guanosine cap, polyadenylated, and sometimes trans-
spliced (Bracht et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2004). These transcripts will have a region
or regions in which the RNA will form a double stranded RNA hairpin usually
around 60 - 70 nt in length (Vella and Slack, 2005). This hairpin structure is
recognized by the protein Drosha, which cleaves the RNA around the hairpin,
releasing the hairpin as a pre-miRNA (Lee et al., 2003). This pre-miRNA is
exported to the cytosol where it is recognized and further processed by the
protein Dicer (Bernstein et al., 2001; Grishok et al., 2001; Vella and Slack, 2005).
One strand of this processed RNA is then loaded into an Argonaute protein,
which in the case of C. elegans miRNAs are named ALG-1 and ALG-2 (Grishok
et al., 2001).
Once loaded into the Argonaute, the miRNA, the Argonaute, and associated
co-factors bind their RNA targets through complementary base pairing of the
miRNA to the target, and form the miRNA Induced Silencing Complex, or
miRISC (Bartel, 2009; Fabian and Sonenberg, 2012). This complex can have
varying effects depending on the cofactors recruited, including acceleration of
RNA degradation, silencing of the RNA target through repression of trans-
lation, shortening of the poly(A) tail of the RNA target, and in some cases
stabilization of the RNA target (Pillai et al., 2005; Eulalio et al., 2008; Dallaire
et al., 2018).
miRNAs are highly developmentally regulated, and are known to be involved
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in regulating key developmental transitions as well as spatial expression
patterns (Johnston and Hobert, 2003; Vella and Slack, 2005). Specifically, in
C. elegans, the miRNA lin-4 is known to regulate the transition between the
L1 and L2 stages through repression of translation of the lin-14 mRNA, and
the miRNA let-7 is known to regulate the larval to adult transition through
repression of lin-41 (Olsen and Ambros, 1999; Reinhart et al., 2000). Such
roles for miRNAs in regulating developmental timing are broadly conserved
across somatic animal development (Ambros, 2011). Though miRNAs have
been shown to be regulators of development, the impact of miRNAs in many
developmental contexts have not been studied. For example, little is known
about the miRNA-ome of worms in and after developing in the dauer state,
a stress induced developmental state that results in drastic changes to the
developmental program and gene expression patterns.
1.1.2.1.2 21U Piwi interacting RNAs (piRNAs)
Piwi interacting RNAs, or piRNAs are another class of small RNAs, named
after the class of argonaute proteins they are known to interact with. The
Piwi orthologs of C. elegans are prg-1 and prg-2, though prg-2 is thought to
be non-functional as prg-2 mutants do not result in loss of piRNA expression
(Das et al., 2008; Batista et al., 2008). In C. elegans piRNAs are consistently 21
nt long and have a 5’ Uridine, and are therefore referred to as 21U piRNAs
(Ruby et al., 2006; Das et al., 2008; Batista et al., 2008). Canonically, piRNAs
repress the expression of transposable elements in the developing germline,
through complementary base pairing to transposable element transcripts,
thereby maintaining genomic integrity of this immortal cell lineage (Das
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et al., 2008; Malone and Hannon, 2009; Bagijn et al., 2012; Czech et al., 2018).
There are many indications that beyond their canonical role of transposon
repression in the germline piRNAs also play significant roles in somatic cell
lineages and regulate the expression of endogenous mRNA transcripts in
both these somatic tissues and the germline (Rouget et al., 2010; Peng and
Lin, 2013; Kim et al., 2018a). Mutations of prg-1 and loss of piRNAs has
dramatic impacts on the morphology of the germline and the fertility of
affected organisms (Batista et al., 2008). It is unclear, however, whether these
morphological and fertility defects are due to de-silenced transposons leading
to a destabilized genome or due to dysregulation of endogenous genes in
the absence of regulatory piRNAs. 21U piRNAs are capable of triggering
production of WAGO class 22G endo-siRNAs, which act as secondary siRNAs
to silence gene expression through inhibition of transcription, destabilization
of mRNA, and modification of chromatin states of their target genes (Bagijn
et al., 2012; Ashe et al., 2012; Shirayama et al., 2012; Luteijn et al., 2012).
Unlike other organisms, piRNAs in C. elegans are transcribed individually by
RNA Polymerase II and each piRNA represents an independent transcrip-
tional unit (Gu et al., 2012; Billi et al., 2013). These transcriptional units contain
upstream sequence motifs that are necessary and sufficient to drive and reg-
ulate expression of the piRNA (Ruby et al., 2006; Billi et al., 2013). Given
the individually transcribed nature of each piRNA, in the annotation of the
C. elegans transcriptome each piRNA is annotated as its own gene and as
such there are over 15,000 piRNA genes annotated therein (Lee et al., 2018;
WormBase web site, 2018).
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1.1.2.1.3 Endogenous small interfering RNAs (endo-siRNAs)
Endogenous small interfering RNAs, or endo-siRNAs in C. elegans were dis-
covered through deep sequencing of small RNAs and were identified as
antisense endo-siRNAs with lengths enriched at 26 and 22 nucleotides (Am-
bros et al., 2003; Ruby et al., 2006; Han et al., 2009). These endo-siRNAs have
a bias for containing a 5’ guanosine, and were therefore named 26G and 22G
RNAs respectively (Ambros et al., 2003; Ruby et al., 2006; Han et al., 2009; Gu
et al., 2009)
26G RNAs
26G RNAs are primary siRNA triggers whose binding to their complementary
targets triggers the production of secondary 22G RNAs of the WAGO class
(Vasale et al., 2010). 26G RNAs in C. elegans broadly fall into one of two classes,
the oogenesis enriched 26Gs associated with the argonaute ERGO-1, and the
spermatogenesis enriched 26Gs associated with the redundant argonautes
ALG-3 and ALG-4 (Han et al., 2009; Conine et al., 2010). Both sets of 26Gs are
produced by the RNA dependent RNA polymerase RRF-3 and have similar
biogenesis machinery, however the production of these pools of 26G RNAs
is tightly temporally regulated, and the targets of these two sets of 26Gs are
largely distinct (Han et al., 2009; Conine et al., 2010; Billi et al., 2014). The
ALG-3/4 26G RNAs are primarily produced during spermatogenesis (during
the L4 stage of development) and mostly target spermatogenic genes (Conine
et al., 2010). As a result loss of ALG-3/4 26G RNAs can result in temperature
sensitive sterility (Han et al., 2009; Conine et al., 2010). The ERGO-1 class
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26Gs in contrast are produced primarily during oogenesis, however they do
not target germline enriched genes and their loss therefore does not result
in fertility defects (Vasale et al., 2010; Billi et al., 2014). Though it is not clear
what the exact role of ERGO-1 26Gs are (as their loss results in an enhanced
RNAi phenotype but no other major noted phenotypes), they are highly
abundant in the developing oogenic germline, and have been speculated to
target newly evolved genes, as their sequence conservation is quite low, even
when comparing C. elegans to the recently diverged C. briggsae (Yigit et al.,
2006; Han et al., 2009; Pavelec et al., 2009; Vasale et al., 2010; Fischer et al.,
2011; Billi et al., 2014).
There is some evidence that 26G RNAs originate from spliced template tran-
scripts, as some 26Gs have been shown to span exon-exon junctions (Ruby
et al., 2006; Han et al., 2009; Gent et al., 2010). There are multiple lines of
evidence that splicing factors play a role in 26G biogenesis. Screens have iden-
tified splicing factors as being important for 26G levels, suggesting splicing
and 26G pathways are functionally linked or share a common set of regulatory
factors (Kim et al., 2005; Robert et al., 2005; Montgomery et al., 2012). The splic-
ing factor TCER-1, in particular, was shown to be required for wild type levels
of 26G accumulation in at least three 26G RNAs by qRT-PCR (Weiser, 2019).
It was also shown that removing the intron of an exogenous gene depleted
the levels of a 26G RNA targeting that gene, suggesting that spliceosomal
recruitment plays a role in 26G biogenesis (Weiser, 2019).
22G RNAs
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22G RNAs are also thought to exist in two classes, namely the WAGO class
22Gs and the CSR-1 class 22Gs, distinguished by their argonaute cofactors
(Billi et al., 2014).
The WAGO class 22Gs are a secondary siRNA product downstream of 26G,
exogenous RNAi, or piRNA targeting and are thought to be the major effector
of silencing in these pathways (Billi et al., 2014). WAGO 22Gs are highly
abundant, and are germline enriched (Billi et al., 2014). These 22G products
are produced using the mRNA target of the primary siRNA or piRNA as a
template, allowing for the amplification of siRNAs targeting that mRNA (Billi
et al., 2014).
CSR-1 22G RNAs in contrast are not thought to be secondary siRNAs and
their biogenesis is not dependent on piRNAs or 26G RNAs (Billi et al., 2014).
CSR-1 22G RNAs are thought to play a role in gene licensing in addition to
gene silencing, and have been shown to regulate chromatin organization (Billi
et al., 2014).
1.1.2.2 Long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs)
Long non-coding RNAs, or lncRNAs, are RNAs longer than 200 nt that do not
code for protein, though many lncRNAs are processed in the same manner
as pre-mRNAs through 5’ capping, splicing and polyadenylation (Quinn and
Chang, 2016; Mercer et al., 2009; Wilusz et al., 2009). Most lncRNAs fall into
one of two classes: long intervening ncRNAs (lincRNAs; AKA long intergenic
ncRNAs), which do not overlap the exons of protein coding genes, or anti-
sense ncRNAs (ancRNAs) which overlap the exons of protein coding genes on
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the opposite strand (Nam and Bartel, 2012). Most reported lncRNAs have no
known function, however some lncRNAs have been shown to have fundamen-
tal roles in gene regulation e.g. the mammalian lncRNA Xist has been shown
to be required for X Chromosome inactivation (Nam and Bartel, 2012; Borsani
et al., 1991; Brockdorff et al., 1992; Brown et al., 1992). lncRNAs can impact
gene regulation through several mechanisms, including the recruitment of
chromatin modifiers, modulation of alternative mRNA splicing, and acting
as a ‘sponge’ for miRNAs (decreasing the concentration of unbound miRNA
capable of repressing it’s target genes) (Paraskevopoulou and Hatzigeorgiou,
2016; Marchese et al., 2017). In the WS265 annotation of the C. elegans tran-
scriptome, 1,422 lncRNAs are currently annotated, and several papers have
sought to expand this annotation through the genome wide identification
of additional lncRNAs (Lee et al., 2018; WormBase web site, 2018; Nam and
Bartel, 2012; Akay et al., 2019).
1.1.2.3 Transfer RNAs (tRNAs)
Transfer RNAs are RNA products transcribed by RNA polymerase III that
are ‘charged’ with amino acids on their 3’ end and are essential to the process
of translation as they contribute amino acids to the growing polypeptide
chain and act to decode the codons of the mRNA being translated into the
appropriate amino acid to be incorporated (Craig et al., 2014). Because of
their important role in translation tRNAs are highly expressed and duplicated
many times throughout the genome. In the WS265 Wormbase annotation of
the C. elegans transcriptome, there are 634 annotated tRNAs, and an additional
209 psuedogenic tRNA loci (Lee et al., 2018; WormBase web site, 2018).
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1.1.2.4 Ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs)
Ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs) are the most abundant RNA product in any or-
ganism and are necessary for the generation of protein products (Craig et al.,
2014). Ribosomal RNAs are notable for several reasons including their cat-
alytic activity which drives the formation of peptide bonds in cellular protein
synthesis (Craig et al., 2014). Like tRNAs, rRNAs genes are duplicated many
times throughout the genome in C. elegans (Spieth et al., 2014). The 18S, 5.8S,
and 26S rRNA subunits of C. elegans are transcribed by RNA polymerase I
from a region of Chromosome I thought to contain approximately 55 copies
of a tandem repeat of the rDNA unit, while the 5S rRNA is transcribed by
RNA polymerase III from a region of Chromosome V thought to contain ap-
proximately 110 copies of the 5S rDNA (Spieth et al., 2014; Paule and White,
2000).
1.2 Brief Overview of Development in Caenorhab-
ditis elegans
The development of Caenorhabditis elegans is highly stereotyped and reliably re-
sults in adult hermaphrodites with 959 somatic cell nuclei (or, less commonly,
adult males with 1031 somatic cell nuclei) (Alton and Hall, 2009). Develop-
ment of C. elegans starts as a single cell embryo, which for approximately 150
minutes after fertilization develops in utero. At around the gastrula stage (~30
cell stage) of embryonic development the eggs are laid, where they develop
ex utero for approximately 9 hours before eventually hatching into the first
larval stage of C. elegans development, the L1 stage (Alton and Hall, 2009).
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In continuous development, the worm then develops through the next three
larval stages, L2, L3, and L4 (Alton and Hall, 2009). During each of these
stages worms express stage specific proteins and develop a stage specific
cuticle (each of which is molted during the transition from one stage to the
next) (Cox and Hirsh, 1985; Hillier et al., 2009). After the L4 stage the worm
undergoes one final molt, shedding its L4 cuticle and emerging as a young
adult with a functional germline (Alton and Hall, 2009). Because most worms
are hermaphrodites, they are capable of self fertilizing, and will begin to
lay eggs approximately 8 hours later, repeating this process (Alton and Hall,
2009)
There have been many studies examining the transcriptome of C. elegans in
various developmental contexts using short read sequencing, focused on 1)
characterizing the genes expressed in the developmental stages and several
time points in embryonic development (Boeck et al., 2016; Hillier et al., 2009;
Gerstein et al., 2010), 2) the 3’UTR choices in each developmental stage (Man-
gone et al., 2010), 3) the genes, isoforms and 3’UTRs expressed in the various
sections of the germline arm (West et al., 2018; Diag et al., 2018), 4) the tran-
scriptome of an adult worm at single cell resolution, and more (Packer et al.,
2019).
In addition to continuous hermaphroditic development, there are a number
of alternative developmental pathways that C. elegans can proceed down
depending on environmental and genetic factors. Although most worms
will develop as hermaphrodites (specified through the inheritance of two X
Chromosomes), a small subset of worms (< 0.5% in wild-type populations)
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will develop as males due to chromosomal nondisjunction events resulting
in the inheritance of only one X Chromosome (Hodgkin et al., 1979). Males
express different genes and undergo different developmental pathways than
hermaphrodites and as such exhibit different behavioural and morphological
phenotypes (Albritton et al., 2014).
There are also several stress induced alternative developmental pathways
that can occur in the course of C. elegans development. In the absence of suffi-
cient food L1 worms can transition to an L1 diapause (L1d) developmental
state in which the worm ceases development temporarily until food becomes
available again (Baugh, 2013). After the L1 state worms also have the ability
to transition to L2 pre-dauer state (L2d), and will do so based on various
environmental factors including high temperature, crowding or starvation
(Karp, 2018; Alton and Hall, 2009). These L2d worms will then eventually de-
velop into dauer worms, a stress resistant state in which worms develop thick
cuticles containing alae, seal off their oral orifices, constrict their pharynx, and
slow their metabolism (Alton and Hall, 2009). Worms can persist in this stress
resistant state for up to 4 months, and upon dauer exit will resume normal
development as post-dauer L4 worms (Alton and Hall, 2009). Post-dauer L4
worms are morphologically indistinguishable to normal L4 worms, however
they express different genes than L4 worms resulting from continuous de-
velopment, indicating that there are lasting impacts of the dauer state on the
transcriptome (Dalley and Golomb, 1992; Wang and Kim, 2003; Karp et al.,
2011; Hall et al., 2010, 2013).
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1.3 Processing of RNAs in Caenorhabditis elegans
1.3.1 Capping
7 methylguanosine (m7G) ‘caps’ are a prevalent modification of RNA products
in eukaryotic organisms (Craig et al., 2014). All eukaryotic mRNA transcripts
are co-transcriptionally capped through a 5’ to 5’ triphosphate linkage be-
tween the m7G cap and the 5’ most base of the transcript (Craig et al., 2014;
Ramanathan et al., 2016). This linkage is produced through the action of
several enzymes. First, a 5’ phosphate is dephosphorylated through the ac-
tion of a phosphatase, following this a guanosine monophosphate is joined
to the resulting diphosphate forming the 5’ to 5’ linkage (Craig et al., 2014;
Ramanathan et al., 2016). In C. elegans both of these steps are catalyzed by the
same bifunctional enzyme: CEL-1 (Takagi et al., 2003). The 5’ G cap is then
methylated through the action of a methylase, which in C. elegans is thought to
be TAG-72 based on homology to other guanine N7 methyltransferases (Craig
et al., 2014; WormBase web site, 2018; Lee et al., 2018; Shaye and Greenwald,
2011; Kim et al., 2018b).
The resulting m7G cap protects the mRNA from the action of 5’ to 3’ exonucle-
ases (Furuichi et al., 1977; Shimotohno et al., 1977; Cowling, 2009). In addition
to its role in protecting the mRNA from degradation, the presence of a 5’ cap
recruits various 5’ cap binding complexes, which inhibit decapping enzymes
and, when in complexes with poly(A) binding protein, act to promote trans-
lation (Schwartz and Parker, 2000; von der Haar et al., 2004; Kahvejian et al.,




Most protein-coding genes (96.9%), and some classes of ncRNAs in C. elegans
undergo RNA splicing in cis, a series of biochemical events (namely two trans-
esterfication reactions) in which precursor mRNA (pre-mRNA) transcripts are
processed to remove intron sequences and join exon sequences together (Craig
et al., 2014; Harris et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2018; Tourasse et al., 2017).
1.3.2.1.1 Spliceosomal driven splicing in C. elegans
Although in some organisms some introns are self splicing, most splicing
in C. elegans (and eukaryotes in general) relies on the action of the spliceo-
some, a molecular complex comprised of various proteins and small nuclear
ribonucleoproteins (snRNPs) that act to promote splicing through a series of
biochemical steps (Craig et al., 2014; Riddle et al., 1997; Zahler, 2018). The
five snRNPs that comprise the majority of the spliceosome are simply named
U1, U2, U4, U5 and U6 (Craig et al., 2014). These components are highly
conserved, particularly the sequence regions that interact with and recognize
sequences that define splice sites (Indeed these sequence regions are perfectly
conserved between vertebrates and C. elegans in the U1 and U5 snRNPs) (Rid-
dle et al., 1997). In addition to these core snRNP components several proteins
are also necessary for spliceosome function, including the branchpoint bind-
ing protein BBP (AKA splicing factor 1 (SF-1)), and the U2 auxiliary factor
proteins U2AF65 and U2AF35, which together form the U2AF complex (in C.
elegans these genes are named sfa-1, uaf-1, and uaf-2 respectively) (Zahler, 2018;
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Zorio et al., 1997; Zorio and Blumenthal, 1999b; Mazroui et al., 1999).
Spliceosomal driven splicing follows a biochemical process that involves
the formation of a 5’ to 2’ linkage forming a lariat structure between a GU
sequence just 3’ of the 5’ splice site and an A nt downstream (Craig et al.,
2014). This lariat formation frees the hydroxyl at the 3’ end of the upstream
exon, which then attacks the phosphate linking the 3’ of the intron to the 5’ of
the downstream exon, thereby splicing the two exons together, and removing
the intron sequence (Craig et al., 2014). In spliceosomal driven splicing, these
reactions are facilitated (and possibly directly catalyzed by) the action of the
snRNP and protein components of the spliceosome (Craig et al., 2014).
Spliceosomal driven splicing, however, requires sequence components to
drive binding and action of the various spliceosomal subcomponents. Namely,
in most eukaryotes (including C. elegans) the boundary of most introns are
defined at their 5’ end with a GU sequence, and at their 3’ with an AG sequence
(Riddle et al., 1997). Interestingly, in C. elegans, this 3’ AG sequence is part of a
larger, well conserved 3’ splice site sequence UUUUCAG|R not found in most
other eukaryotes (Riddle et al., 1997; Zahler, 2018). Most eukaryotes contain a
polypyrimidine tract sequence between the branch point A nt and the 3’ splice
site (excluding C. elegans, which has no obvious enrichment for such sequence
tracts beyond the short polypyrimidine tract present in it’s consensus 3’ splice
site) (Riddle et al., 1997; Zahler, 2018). The eukaryotic polypyrimidine tract is
known to be the binding site for the U2AF complex (an essential component
of the spliceosome) in most organisms, making the absence of such tracts in
C. elegans notable (Craig et al., 2014; Riddle et al., 1997; Zahler, 2018). It has
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been shown, however, that both components of the U2AF complex bind the
extended UUUUCAG|R 3’ splice site of C. elegans, suggesting this extended
3’ splice site is responsible for the recruitment of U2AF in C. elegans mRNAs
(Zorio and Blumenthal, 1999a). In addition to sequences that recruit the U2AF
complex, the recognition of a putative branchpoint for lariat formation by
branchpoint binding protein / splicing factor 1 (BBP / SF-1) family proteins is
necessary for spliceosome assembly in other organisms (Craig et al., 2014; Liu
et al., 2001; Selenko et al., 2003). However, unlike other eukaryotes, there is no
strong consensus sequence for branch points identified in C. elegans, drawing
into question how the C. elegans BBP / SF-1 homolog SFA-1 is recruited to
precipitate spliceosome assembly (Zahler, 2018). Binding studies performed
in vitro show that SFA-1 strongly binds to human U2AF65, suggesting that
SFA-1 may be recruited to branch points in vivo through interactions with
U2AF protein subunits (Zahler, 2018; Hollins et al., 2005).
The steps of spliceosomal splicing have largely been discovered in other
organisms and from in vitro studies (Cheng and Abelson, 1987; Konarska and
Sharp, 1986; Ruby, 1997; Seraphin and Rosbash, 1989; Pikielny et al., 1986).
Given the short intron length of C. elegans, the lack of a conserved branchpoint
sequence motif, and the longer UUUUCAG|R conserved 3’ splice site of C.
elegans, it is possible that the order of spliceosomal component recruitment
and the drivers of that recruitment may be different in C. elegans than in other
organisms. That said, in in vitro systems derived from yeast or HeLa cells’
spliceosomal components the first step of spliceosomal splicing is the binding
of the U1 snRNP to the 5’ splice site, the binding of BBP to the branchpoint
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sequence, and the binding of the U2AF complex to the 3’ splice site (Brow,
2002; Craig et al., 2014). The U2 snRNP is then recruited to the branchpoint
and takes the place of the BBP (Brow, 2002; Craig et al., 2014). U4 U5 and U6
snRNPs are then recruited, a conformational change occurs releasing the U1
and U4 snRNPs, and the first transesterification reaction occurs releasing the 5’
exon and forming the lariat at the branch point (Craig et al., 2014). Additional
conformational rearrangements occur bringing the splice sites in proximity
and catalyzing the second transesterification reaction joining the two exons
and releasing the lariat intron (Craig et al., 2014).
1.3.2.1.2 Alternative splicing
Many genes in C. elegans encode for multiple transcripts due to alternative
splicing, in which transcripts originating from the same gene are differentially
spliced, resulting in different exons being incorporated (or not incorporated)
into the final RNA product (Zahler, 2005; Lee et al., 2018; WormBase web site,
2018). This differential splicing can take many forms, including utilization
of alternative 5’ or 3’ splice sites, the inclusion or exclusion of cassette exons
(exons that can either be spliced into the final transcript or not), the splicing of
mutually exclusive exons (sets of two or more exons in which one and only one
of the exons can be incorporated into the final transcript), and intron retention
(in which a sequence that can be spliced out as an intron is instead retained
in the mature mRNA transcript) (Zahler, 2005). In addition to alternative
splicing, alternative polyadenylation (APA) sites or alternative transcription
start sites (TSS) can also result in multiple isoforms at the same gene (See
Figure 1.6 for an overview of the types of alternative transcript structures)
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(Figure inspired by Zahler 2005) (Zahler, 2005). The number of C. elegans
genes with a given number of isoforms in the WormBase WS265 annotation
is displayed in Figure 1.7 (Lee et al., 2018; WormBase web site, 2018). As can
be seen, most genes in C. elegans encode for only one functional transcript,
and are not alternatively spliced, and the number of genes that express a
given number of isoforms monotonically decreases as the number of isoforms
increases. This is not the case in humans and mice, where most genes express
two or more alternative isoforms (Bussotti et al., 2016; Djebali et al., 2012; Pan
et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2008).
The mechanisms by which alternative splicing is regulated in C. elegans has
been discussed in several review articles (Zahler, 2018; Gracida et al., 2016;
Wani and Kuroyanagi, 2017). Briefly, alternative splicing is dictated by the
assembly location of spliceosomes on the pre-mRNA transcript (Zahler, 2018).
At alternatively spliced splice junctions the locations the spliceosome assem-
bles is thought to be driven by the presence of trans-acting splice factors which
can recruit or inhibit spliceosome assembly (Zahler, 2018). These splice factors
are in turn recruited to the pre-mRNA transcript by cis-acting sequence ele-
ments of the pre-mRNA (Wang and Burge, 2008; Zahler, 2018). The prescence,
or lack thereof of functionally active trans-acting factors therefore must drive
alternative splicing patterns, as the cis-acting elements of the pre-mRNA are
constant between cell types (Zahler, 2018). Supporting the model of cis-acting
elements driving alternative splicing regulation is the fact that primary se-
quence is sufficient to predict cryptic splicing patterns and the emergence
of new alternative splice sites with reasonable accuracy using deep learning
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Alt 5' splice site






Figure 1.6: Types of alternative transcript structures
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Figure 1.7: Number of isoforms of WS265 protein coding genes
models trained on pre-mRNA sequence and corresponding RNA-sequencing
data (Jaganathan et al., 2019). Many of these cis-acting elements and their puta-
tive trans-acting binding partners have been catalogued, however additional
factors likely remain to be discovered (Calarco et al., 2011; Zahler, 2018). Two
broad classes of these trans-acting splicing factors include SR (Ser-Arg) family
proteins and hnRNPs (heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins) (Gracida
et al., 2016). In C. elegans, SR family proteins are called rsp genes, and based
on RNAi experiments appear to be partially functionally redundant (Kawano
et al., 2000; Longman et al., 2000, 2001; Zahler, 2018). Generally, SR proteins
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are thought to promote splicing through the recruitment of spliceosomal com-
ponents, while hnRNPs are thought to inhibit splicing, however exceptions
to this generalization have been identified (Gracida et al., 2016; Cáceres et al.,
1994; Smith and Valcárcel, 2000; Huelga et al., 2012).
Though accurate prediction of alternative splicing patterns remains a difficult
and largely unsolved problem, the regulation of alternative splicing in specific
C. elegans genes has been elucidated. One notable such example is the splicing
of the gene unc-52, which in the presence of functional mec-8 preferentially
skips exons 17 and 18 (Lundquist et al., 1996; Zahler, 2018). Viable mutations
in exons 17 and 18 of unc-52 are synthetically lethal with mutations in the mec-
8 gene (Lundquist and Herman, 1994; Zahler, 2018). This synthetic lethality
has been used to identify additional splicing regulators (smu genes) through a
genetic screen (Lundquist and Herman, 1994; Zahler, 2018). Another example
is the splicing of egl-15 exons 5A and 5B. Exon 5B incorporation is inhibited
by the action of asd-1 (a fox-1 family gene) / fox-1 and sup-12 the binding
motifs of which have been identified (Gracida et al., 2016; Kuroyanagi et al.,
2006, 2007). The structural mechanism of repression has been proposed to
involve the action of the RNA-recognition motifs of both ASD-1 and SUP-
12 sterically inhibiting the binding of constitutive splicing factors to regions
of intron 4, though the exact mechanism remains unknown (Amrane et al.,
2014; Kuwasako et al., 2014; Gracida et al., 2016). Complicating prediction of
splicing regulation is the fact that some splicing factors have been shown to
have context dependent regulation, such that in some cases the factor inhibits
splicing, and in other cases the factor promotes splicing (Motta-Mena et al.,
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2010; Gracida et al., 2016). ASD-1 / FOX-1 is one such example, inhibiting
incorporation of exon 5B in egl-15 as mentioned above, but also promoting
incorporation of exon 7A in unc-32 in neurons (Kuroyanagi et al., 2013; Gracida
et al., 2016).
Alternative splicing has also been shown to generate isoforms which are dif-
ferentially targeted by the nonsense mediated decay (NMD) pathway (Hansen
et al., 2009; Muir et al., 2018). Many of the targets of this AS-NMD pathway are
themselves splicing factors, suggesting a feedback loop linking AS and NMD
pathways that has been supported by studies in several systems (Morrison
et al., 1997; Wollerton et al., 2004; Ni et al., 2007). This AS-NMD pathway
has been shown to be developmentally regulated in C. elegans, leading to
differential isoform expression ratios between developmental stages due to
differences in the rate of NMD rather than differences in transcription rates of
each isoform (Barberan-Soler et al., 2009). This study also suggested that some
stabilized transcripts containing a premature termination codon are capable
of being translated based on the presence of these transcripts in the polysome
fraction of a sucrose gradient experiment (Barberan-Soler et al., 2009).
1.3.2.2 trans-splicing
An alternative form of splicing, trans-splicing (in which splice leader RNAs
are spliced into the 5’ end of an RNA transcript thereby removing outron
sequences), is also quite common in C. elegans (Allen et al., 2011; Zorio et al.,
1994). Splicing in trans has been observed to occur in around 70% of genes in
the C. elegans genome, and is thought to occur with high efficiency in these
genes (in other words, if a transcript is trans spliced, almost all identical
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transcripts will be trans spliced) (Allen et al., 2011; Tourasse et al., 2017;
Blumenthal, 2005).
Splicing in trans occurs through a similar biochemical mechanism to splicing
in cis, in which a 5’ to 2’ linkage occurs between the 5’ end of the outron of
the SL sequence and the 2’ hydroxyl of a branchpoint in the outron of the
pre-mRNA forming a Y like structure (Blumenthal and Thomas, 1988). The
freed 3’ end of the SL sequence then attacks a 3’ splice site in the pre-mRNA
forming a 5 to 3’ linkage between SL RNA and mRNA, and removing the
outron sequence of the pre-mRNA (Blumenthal and Thomas, 1988). It is
currently not understood how the SL RNA sequence recognizes a 3’ splice site
only when there is no upstream corresponding 5’ splice site in the transcript
(Blumenthal, 2005).
Although many splice leader sequences in C. elegans have been identified, there
are two main splice leader RNAs in C. elegans that account for the majority of
trans splicing that occurs in the organism (Ross et al., 1995; MacMorris et al.,
2007). These splice leader RNAs, SL1 and SL2, are both 22 nt in length, and
are donated by a roughly 100nt snRNA containing the SL sequence (Ross
et al., 1995; Blumenthal, 2005). SL1 class splice leaders are typically donated
to transcripts that contain sequences similar to the 3’ splice sites of introns
at their 5’ end and are recognized by the SL1 snRNP complex (Blumenthal,
2005; Allen et al., 2011). SL2 sequences however are spliced primarily into
trans splice sites between transcripts expressed together as a poly-cistronic
pre-mRNA from C. elegans operons (Blumenthal et al., 2002; Blumenthal, 2005).
SL1 trans splicing has also been noted to separate genes from poly-cistronic
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sequences, however in these instances the trans splice site for the SL1 sequence
is typically directly adjacent to the cleavage and polyadenylation site of the
upstream transcript, unlike SL2 trans splice sites, which are typically separated
from their upstream genes by approximately 100 nt (Blumenthal, 2005).
There is evidence that trans-splicing serves to enhance translational efficiency,
suggesting a role for trans splicing beyond simply removing unnecessary 5’
sequences and breaking up polycistronic pre-mRNAs (Yang et al., 2017).
1.3.3 Polyadenylation
Polyadenylation is another important and highly prevalent RNA modification
in eukaryotes (Craig et al., 2014). Polyadenylation is a chemical modification
in which the 3’ end of an RNA transcript is cleaved and a tail of adenosines is
added to the cleavage site (Craig et al., 2014).
In most RNA transcripts, there is at least one sequence motif upstream of
the cleavage and polyadenylation site that signals the approximate location
for the transcript to be polyadenylated (Mangone et al., 2010). This motif is
canonically AAUAAA, however similar motifs have been shown to be capable
of driving polyadenylation, and it should be noted that polyadenylation has
been shown to occur in some locations that contain no such sequence motif
(Fitzgerald and Shenk, 1981; Mangone et al., 2010). Canonically, this upstream
sequence recruits a cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor (CPSF; by
homology in C. elegans, the genes cpsf-1, cpsf-2, cpsf-3, and cpsf-4) which in
complex with a number of additional proteins, cleaves the 3’ end of the mRNA
transcript, typically after a CA dinucleotide motif (Proudfoot, 2011; Lee et al.,
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2018; WormBase web site, 2018; Shaye and Greenwald, 2011; Kim et al., 2018b).
Following this cleavage, untemplated adenosines are added to the newly
free 3’ end of the transcript through the action of a poly(A) polymerase (PAP;
which based on homology in C. elegans is produced from the genes pap-1, pap-2,
and pap-3) (Craig et al., 2014; Eckmann et al., 2011; Shaye and Greenwald,
2011; Kim et al., 2018b; Lee et al., 2018; WormBase web site, 2018). As the
tail is being extended nuclear poly(A) binding protein (PABPN; pabp-2 in C.
elegans) is recruited to the tail (Eckmann et al., 2011). There is evidence that
PABPN binding itself regulates the length of poly(A) tail deposition through
regulating the interaction between the PAP and CPSF (Eckmann et al., 2011;
Murthy and Manley, 1995). This poly(A) addition is thought to add a poly(A)
tail up to 200 adenosines in length (Eckmann et al., 2011). There is ample
evidence however, through sequencing studies, that most poly(A) tails in vivo
exist at lengths significantly shorter than the approximately 200 nt lengths the
tails are thought to be deposited at (Chang et al., 2014; Lim et al., 2016; Lima
et al., 2017; Subtelny et al., 2014).
Poly(A) tails are thought to promote translation and protect transcripts from
degradation, as when poly(A) tails get too short (typically less than approxi-
mately 30 nt) the RNA is less likely to be translated and is more likely to be
degraded (Nudel et al., 1976; Preiss et al., 1998; Atwater et al., 1990). How-
ever, highly expressed genes have been shown to have shorter poly(A) tail
lengths on average according to several studies, and ribosome profiling corre-
lates poorly with poly(A) tail length in yeast, several human cell lines, and
gastrulation stage embryos of Danio rerio and Xenopus laevis, suggesting the
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relationship between poly(A) tails and transcript regulation may be more
complicated than the simple model in which shorter poly(A) tails are more
likely to be degraded and less likely to be translated (Subtelny et al., 2014;
Lima et al., 2017; Legnini et al., 2019).
1.4 Overview of sequencing approaches utilized
in characterizing the C. elegans transcriptome
1.4.1 Expressed Sequence Tags (ESTs)
Expressed sequence tags, or ESTs, are a traditional technique used to char-
acterize transcriptomes. In this approach, mRNA is extracted, and usually
pulled down by it’s poly(A) tails (Parkinson and Blaxter, 2009). This RNA
is then reverse transcribed into cDNA, inserted into a plasmid, and these
plasmids are transformed into competent bacterial cells. Random bacterial
clones are then selected, the plasmids from these clones are extracted, and the
cDNA clone is then sequenced in a single-pass sequencing read using Sanger
sequencing (Parkinson and Blaxter, 2009). Sequencing can be performed from
one or both ends of the cDNA insert.
Much of the early annotation of the C. elegans transcriptome was supported
through the use of ESTs, and this EST data is still used in the generation of the
WormBase transcriptome annotation today (Note that although the C. elegans
EST library produced by Yuji Kohara was and is widely used, the data was
never published on directly, hence the lack of primary citation of this dataset)
(Spieth et al., 2014; Mangone et al., 2010).
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1.4.2 Open-reading-frame sequence tags (OSTs)
OST based approaches are quite similar to EST based approaches, but after
generation of cDNA include a PCR amplification step in which putative
open reading frames (ORFs) are amplified precisely from initiation codon
to termination codon prior to insertion into bacterial vectors (Walhout et al.,
2000; Reboul et al., 2001). OST based approaches therefore require prior
knowledge of the putative ORFs one wishes to sequence, as PCR primers
must be designed for each of these ORFs. Once this library of ORF insert
clones is produced, the resulting bacterial vectors are sequenced using Sanger
sequencing (Walhout et al., 2000). These sequences are then aligned to the
genome, used to determine the ORFs that were sequenced and to create a
curated list of ORFs, the ORF-eome.
1.4.3 Illumina Sequencing
Illumina based sequencing is a short read sequencing approach that sequences
DNA molecules by observing the incorporation of fluorescently labeled nu-
cleotides as a complementary DNA molecule is synthesised (Stark et al., 2019;
Mardis, 2008, 2013). The DNA molecules to be sequenced are first ligated with
adapter sequences which will hybridize to oligonucleotides on the flow cell.
Polymerases then produce complementary sequences of the hybridized DNA
molecules to be sequenced, and the original DNA molecule is then washed
off of the flow cell. The DNA molecules to be sequenced are amplified using
bridge PCR, resulting in clusters of clonal molecules, and the sequencing reac-
tion is performed (Mardis, 2008, 2013). In this reaction, fluorescently labeled
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nucleotides with a chain terminator are applied to the flow cell, and allowed
to be incorporated into an elongating DNA molecule complementary to the
template sequence. Each nucleotide has a different fluorophore attached, and
the fluorescent signal at each cluster is observed using a microscope. The
fluorophores and chain terminators are then cleaved off, and the next base
is then incorporated. This is repeated until reads of the desired length are
obtained. Once the first sequencing reaction is complete, there is an optional
paired sequencing reaction, in which the opposite strand of the DNA molecule
is sequenced in the opposite direction (Mardis, 2008, 2013). Since Illumina
sequencing is based on sequencing clusters of clonal molecules through obser-
vation of the incorporation of complementary bases, errors can occur when
the sequencing reactions in the cluster become out of sync with one another
(Buermans and den Dunnen, 2014). The percentage of out of sync molecules
per cluster increases as the number of elongation cycles increase, and as a
result the error rate increases as a function of read length. The maximum
useful read length from Illumina sequencers is therefore approximately 300nt,
however most Illumina experiments use read lengths substantially shorter
than this (Buermans and den Dunnen, 2014).
RNA-seq on Illumina platforms relies on first reverse transcribing RNA
molecules into cDNA, and then sequencing the cDNA (Stark et al., 2019).
Extensive amounts of Illumina RNA-seq data of C. elegans have been pro-
duced, and have been used to guide and improve the WormBase annotation
of the transcriptome (Hillier et al., 2009; Spieth et al., 2014; Boeck et al., 2016).
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In addition to its utility in RNA sequencing, through specialized library prepa-
ration approaches and analysis, Illumina sequencing has been used to profile
poly(A) tail lengths, alternative polyadenylation sites, and alternative tran-
scriptional start sites in C. elegans (Mangone et al., 2010; Jan et al., 2011; Saito
et al., 2013; Lima et al., 2017).
1.4.3.1 Illumina based poly(A) tail profiling (TAIL-seq / mTAILseq / PAL-
seq)
The challenge of estimating the length of the poly(A) tail using Illumina
sequencing is non-trivial, in part because Illumina error rates increase as a
function of read length, and poly(A) tail lengths can range in the hundreds
of basepairs, and in part because the error rates also increase quite dramati-
cally when sequencing homopolymers (Luo et al., 2012). That said, several
biochemical and computational approaches to sequencing poly(A) tails have
been developed, including PAL-seq, TAIL-seq, and it’s successor mTAIL-seq.
TAIL-seq is performed by depleting total RNA of rRNA, ligating biotinylated
3’ adapters to the resulting RNA, partially digesting the RNA with RNase
T1, pulling down the 3’ ligated product with streptavidin, size selecting the
fragments by gel purification, 5’ adapter ligation, and finally reverse tran-
scription, PCR amplification, and paired end sequencing (Chang et al., 2014).
mTAIL-seq operates almost identically, but at the 3’ adapter ligation step uses
a splint oligo dT adapter to reduce the amount of required input RNA and the
rates of internal priming (Lim et al., 2016). In both TAIL-seq and mTAIL-seq
Read 1, which ideally lies in the 3’ UTR of the transcript, is sequenced for 51
nt, and subsequently mapped and used to determine the transcript of origin
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of the poly(A) tail identified (Chang et al., 2014; Lim et al., 2016). Read 2,
which measures the poly(A) tail, is sequenced for 251 nucleotides, and the
relative amount of raw fluorescent signal that can be attributed to Thymidine
incorporation is used as the input to a hidden Markov model (HMM) trained
to estimate the number of bases in the poly(A) tail (Chang et al., 2014). This
HMM is trained on the relative T signal from RNA spike-ins with poly(A)
tails of known length. The estimation of poly(A) tail length for each read
is determined by the Viterbi algorithm decoding of the hidden states of the
model for that read.
The initial molecular biology involved in preparing samples for PAL-seq is
almost identical to that of mTAIL-seq, and also involves splint oligo ligation
for ligation of the 3’ sequencing adapter, RNase T1 digestion, streptavidin
pulldown, etc (Subtelny et al., 2014). PAL-seq differs from mTAIL-seq in the
sequencing step itself. Rather than utilizing standard Illumina sequencing
approaches, PAL-seq instead flows in a mix of dTTP and a low concentration
of biotin-dUTP (Subtelny et al., 2014). Though incorporation of biotin dUTP is
random, the high number of clonal molecules in the Illumina clusters results
in biotin-dUTP incorporation per cluster that scales highly linearly with the
length of the poly(A) tail in the clonal molecules of that cluster (Subtelny
et al., 2014). By flowing in fluorescently tagged streptavidin molecules the
fluorescence intensity can be measured, and the length of the poly(A) tail in a
given cluster can be estimated (Subtelny et al., 2014). The poly(A)-proximal
region of the cDNA is sequenced as normal, allowing for the association of
poly(A) tail lengths to individual genes.
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1.4.3.2 Illumina-based 3’UTR profiling in C. elegans (3P-Seq)
Determining the 3’ most base of RNA transcripts before cleavage and polyade-
nylation is necessary for determining 3’UTRs, an essential step in annotating
the transcriptome and an important annotation feature for decoding regulation
of any given protein coding gene. Poly(A)-position profiling by sequencing
(3P-Seq) is one molecular biology technique that has been used in C. elegans for
profiling 3’UTR structures using short read sequencing technologies (Jan et al.,
2011). 3P-Seq starts similar to PAL-seq, with ligation of a biotinylated splint 3’
oligo, an RNaseT1 digestion, and a streptavidin pulldown (Jan et al., 2011).
Following this, a primer is annealed to the 3’ oligo and a reverse transcription
reaction is performed with only dTTP present such that only the poly(A) tail
is reverse transcribed (Jan et al., 2011). An RNase H reaction is performed,
which releases the polyadenylated 3’ ends of the RNA transcript from the
biotinylated primer (as RNase H preferentially cleaves RNA in DNA / RNA
hybrids) (Jan et al., 2011; Hausen and Stein, 1970; Cerritelli and Crouch, 2009).
These polyadenylated ends are then purified and prepared for sequencing
using standard sequencing approaches (Jan et al., 2011). This allows for
sequencing of the terminal 3’ end of RNA transcripts, allowing for the precise
cleavage and polyadenylation sites of genes to be identified computationally,
which is discussed further in Section 1.5.9.
1.4.3.3 Illumina-based TSS profiling in C. elegans (5’ SAGE / Pol II Initia-
tion Site profiling)
Identifying the TSS of genes in C. elegans is made more complicated by the high
prevalence of trans splicing (which occurs in approximately 70% of C. elegans
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genes) (Allen et al., 2011). Determining TSS in C. elegans therefore requires
specialized sequencing protocols to ensure that the 5’ ends of transcripts
identified are true TSS and not the 5’ most base before a trans splice site. Two
papers, Saito et al. and Chen et al., have profiled TSS through 5’ SAGE and a
protocol for identification of RNA Polymerase II initiation sites in C. elegans
respectively (Saito et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2013).
Saito et al. performed 5’ SAGE on RNA extracted from nuclei purified from
embryos and adult tissues (grown at 16C to slow the rate of splicing) (Saito
et al., 2013). 5’ SAGE involves removal of the 5’ guanosine cap following
BAP and TAP treatment, ligation of a 5’ Illumina RNA linker, 1st strand
cDNA synthesis via a random primer, 2nd strand synthesis using a primer
complementary to the Illumina RNA linker, followed by gel fractionation, size
selection, and Illumina sequencing (Hashimoto et al., 2004; Kasai et al., 2005).
The resulting data is strongly enriched for reads at the 5’ end of the RNA
transcript, allowing for the determination of TSS sites through computational
techniques that are described below in Section 1.5.10.
Chen et al. also extracted RNA from purified nuclei, however Chen et al.
prepared long and short cap RNA-seq libraries. Preparing short cap RNA-seq
libraries involves extracting total nuclear RNA, running this RNA on a poly-
acrylamide gel and size selecting for fragments between 20 - 100 nt long (Chen
et al., 2013). This extracted RNA is then treated with a 5’ to 3’ exonuclease
(to remove fragments without a 5’ cap), cloned, PCR amplified with Illumina
RNA-seq adapters, and sequenced (Chen et al., 2013).
Long cap RNA-seq libraries similarly starts with total nuclear RNA. It is
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then treated with DNAse I to remove genomic DNA contamination, selected
for RNA longer than 200 bp using spin columns, and treated with a 5’ to 3’
exonuclease (again to enrich for molecules with 5’ caps) (Chen et al., 2013).
Libraries are then constructed using a dUTP replacement method to determine
strandedness, and the resulting library is then sequenced (Levin et al., 2010;
Chen et al., 2013). The long and short cap libraries were then analyzed com-
putationally to identify putative Pol II initiation sites through computational
methods described below in Section 1.5.10.
1.4.4 Pacific Biosciences (PacBio) sequencing
Pacific Biosciences (PacBio) sequencing is a single molecule sequencing tech-
nique that involves observing in real time the incorporation of fluorescently
labeled nucleotides into a molecule of DNA (Rhoads and Au, 2015). The
technology works by ensuring one and only one molecule of DNA is present
in each zero mode waveguide (ZMW), an approximately 70 nm wide hole
in the single molecule real time (SMRT) cell (Rhoads and Au, 2015; Bleidorn,
2016). This SMRT cell is illuminated from below by an excitatory beam, and
the ZMWs are designed such that the intensity of this illumination drops
precipitously as the distance from the bottom of the ZMW increases ensuring
that only the bottom 20 - 30 nm of the ZMW are illuminated (Rhoads and
Au, 2015; Bleidorn, 2016). A complex of DNA polymerase and the DNA
molecule to be sequenced is immobilized to the bottom of the ZMW, and
fluorescently labeled nucleotides are introduced to the ZMW chamber. When
these nucleotides are present in the detection volume of the ZMW their fluo-
rophores are excited and they emit a pulse of light at a wavelength specific to
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each nucleotide. When the nucleotide is incorporated the phosphate group is
cleaved releasing the fluorophore. By continuously detecting the fluorescence
signal of the detection volume, the nucleotide sequence of the DNA molecule
can be determined. The error rates of this technology can range between
10 - 15%, however by circularizing the DNA molecule, and sequencing the
same molecule many times over, a circular consensus sequence (CCS) for that
molecule can be determined, substantially reducing the error rate (Rhoads and
Au, 2015; Bleidorn, 2016). In addition, the read lengths possible from PacBio
SMRT sequencing are orders of magnitude longer than Illumina sequencing,
and typically range from tens to hundreds of Kb long.
A modified approach to PacBio SMRT sequencing called FLAMseq has been
used to characterize properties of the full-length C. elegans transcriptome in
the L4 and young adult stages, including isoform expression levels, poly(A)
tail lengths, and 3’UTR lengths (Legnini et al., 2019).
1.4.5 Nanopore sequencing
Nanopore sequencing contrasts sharply with the sequencing approaches dis-
cussed above as nanopore sequencing determines sequence by measuring
properties of the DNA or RNA molecule directly, rather than measuring the
incorporation of complementary nucleotides to the molecule (Stark et al.,
2019; Bleidorn, 2016). Nanopore sequencing requires a pore embedded in
a non-conductive membrane (with sensors such that the current across the
membrane can be measured), and a library of molecules to be sequenced
prepared with adapter sequences (bound to motor proteins that will control
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the rate of molecule translocation through the pore) (Kono and Arakawa,
2019). A constant voltage is applied across the membrane, thereby driving
the negatively charged DNA or RNA molecules through the pore (Kono and
Arakawa, 2019). As the single stranded DNA or RNA passes through the pore,
the bases resting within the pore at any given time exhibit a given electrical
resistance determined by their chemical structure (Maitra et al., 2012; Kono
and Arakawa, 2019). Given the constant voltage these variable resistances
result in changes in the current across the membrane, which can be measured
several thousands of times per second as the molecule passes through the
pore (Lu et al., 2016; Kono and Arakawa, 2019). The resulting raw current
signal (often referred to as a squiggle) is then passed through trained machine
learning models that predict and report the set of bases that best explain the
amperages observed (in a process known as basecalling) (Rang et al., 2018).
As this approach does not rely on sequencing by synthesis and operates on
single molecules (rather than clonal clusters that can get out of sync with
one another), its error rates don’t increase as a function of the read length,
meaning there is no theoretical upper limit to the read lengths obtainable from
this technology, and nanopore sequencing reads as long as 2.3 megabases in
length have been reported (Payne et al., 2019; Stark et al., 2019). There are
limitations to this technology however, notably, nanopore sequencing’s error
rates are quite high (typically between 5 - 15%, dependent on the versions of
the pore, buffer chemistry, and basecalling software used), and these errors are
predominantly insertions and deletions (Rang et al., 2018; Wick et al., 2019).
In addition, nanopore sequencing cannot capture the 5’ most 10 - 15 bases
of each sequenced molecule, due to limitations in the motor protein pore
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complex assembly (Workman et al., 2019). These properties (high error rates
and truncated 5’ sequencing) make nanopore sequencing a poor choice for
sequencing short DNA or RNA molecules.
One additional advantage of nanopore sequencing is that it relies only on
the size and shape of the molecule passing through the pore, and not on any
extension chemistry or complementary base pairing. As a result, RNA can
be sequenced directly without the need to reverse transcribe the RNA into
cDNA, and modifications to the RNA or DNA molecule such as m6A or 5mC
methylation marks result in changes to amperage signals and can therefore
be called directly during basecalling (Stark et al., 2019; Stoiber et al., 2017; Ni
et al., 2019; Simpson et al., 2017).
Basecalling in the context of nanopore sequencing is the process by which con-
tinuous raw amperage signal is converted to a sequence of discrete nucleotide
calls. There have been many basecallers released by independent research
groups and Oxford Nanopore Technologies, each with distinct machine learn-
ing models (Rang et al., 2018; Wick et al., 2019). Each of these models rely on a
process known as training, in which reads of known sequence and measured
amperage are used to estimate the underlying parameters of the model.
Early ONT models for basecalling relied on Hidden Markov Models (HMMs)
which were trained and evaluated using discrete ‘event’ calls, in which a
preprocessing algorithm was used to determine when kmer to kmer transitions
were occuring, and segmented the raw signal into these discrete ‘events’ (Rang
et al., 2018). These models rely on the fact that at any given time, the majority
of the variability of amperage across the early (R9.4) pores is determined by
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only approximately 4-6 bases, allowing for the mean and variance of amperage
signal for a given kmer to be calculated and used as learned parameters of
the model (Rang et al., 2018). The space of possible kmer to kmer transitions
is restricted in this model based on the fact that for any given consecutive
kmers the suffix of the first kmer must be the prefix of the second (Wick et al.,
2019; Rang et al., 2018). This allowed for reasonably accurate, and fairly fast
basecalling.
The next basecalling models released by ONT also relied on discrete event calls,
but instead utilized a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) for their underlying
model structure. RNNs are a type of neural network particularly useful for
classifying sequences of data (Lipton et al., 2015). In these models, the ith data
point in a sequence of data receives information about previous data points
through connections from the hidden layers of the (i-1)th data point to the
hidden layers of the ith data point (Lipton et al., 2015). This information can
then influence the classification output of the model for the ith data point.
The information to be passed is learned by the model, which can learn and
represent highly complex and non-linear influences of the previous data on
the data point to be classified (Lipton et al., 2015). Since the information is
passed from one event to the next, and since the weights of transitions from
previous hidden layers to subsequent hidden layers are learned, information
can be passed recursively, and information from the first event can influence
the classification of the final event, depending on the underlying structure
of the data (Lipton et al., 2015). This model outperformed the HMM based
basecallers in per read and consensus accuracy (Wick et al., 2019; Rang et al.,
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2018).
The next advancement in basecalling models was the introduction of a trans-
ducer to the RNN model. This model no longer assigned a k-mer to each event
call from the raw signal, and instead used the model signal and information
from previous events to determine whether to emit no bases, one base, or mul-
tiple bases (Rang et al., 2018). (A review that discusses the various iterations
of the ONT basecallers indicates that the information passed from previous
data points were the bases emitted by previous iterations, however RNNs
are typically structured such that they transmit information from the hidden
layers, not the classification they emit (Rang et al., 2018; Lipton et al., 2015).
As the underlying software is unfortunately not open source, it is difficult to
determine whether they are correct in their description of the transducer RNN
model).
Next, ONT transitioned away from using event detection in their basecalling
approaches, instead training the RNN based model on raw amperage signal
(Rang et al., 2018). This model also uses the transducer structure described
above.
The most recent versions of ONT basecalling rely on a ‘flip-flop’ model of
basecalling (Wick et al., 2019). In this model bases are again called individ-
ually rather than as a set of kmers. The model incorporates two types of
states for each base that can be predicted, a flip (+) and flop (-) state (Oxford
Nanopore Technologies, 2019; Brown, 2019). This allows the model to dis-
tinguish between amperage signal staying at the same level due to a lack of
translocation through the pore, and the signal staying at the same level due to
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homopolymer stretches (Oxford Nanopore Technologies, 2019; Brown, 2019).
This is possible since in decoding steps the model alternates between (+) and
(-) bases in homopolymer stretches (Brown, 2019). This results in a significant
increase in basecalling accuracy (Wick et al., 2019).
1.4.6 Additional approaches for annotating the 3’ UTRome in
C. elegans
In addition to 3P-Seq, several other sequencing approaches have been used to
annotate the C. elegans 3’UTRome including several that have been discussed
above. Poly(A) capture followed by Roche 454 sequencing, targeted 3’ RACE
using several sequencing methods, Sanger sequencing of cDNA, and Illumina
RNA-seq datasets were combined into a 3’UTRome dataset by Mangone et al
and used to annotate the 3’ UTRs of the C. elegans transcriptome (Mangone
et al., 2010).
The poly(A) capture method utilized by Mangone et al. involved poly(A)
selection of mRNA by oligo(dT) magnetic beads, followed by reverse tran-
scription with a biotinylated reverse primer and the second strand cDNA was
synthesized. This cDNA was then digested with DpnII, the 3’ ends of the tran-
scripts were pulled down with streptavidin, 5’ adapters were ligated to these
cDNAs, and the resulting fragments were sequenced using pyrosequencing
(Mangone et al., 2010).
The targeted 3’ Rapid Amplification of cDNA Ends (3’ RACE) method used by
Mangone et al. involved RNA extraction from mixed staged worms followed
by a reverse transcription reaction and a PCR reaction in which one primer
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non-specifically targets the poly(A) tail of the resulting cDNA. The other
primers included are gene specific, and in the case of Mangone et al targeted
the 3’UTRs of 7,105 CDSs across 6,741 genes identified through assays of
the ORFeome and Promoterome (Lamesch et al., 2004; Dupuy et al., 2004;
Mangone et al., 2010). The resulting 3’ ends were then cloned into Gateway
vectors and collected as minipools, one for each target which were sequenced
by Sanger sequencing. Colonies from these minipools were then combined
into eight barcoded libraries, which were then sequenced by Illumina and 454
pyrosequencing platforms (Mangone et al., 2010).
The resulting sequencing data from the various techniques described above
were pooled into a 3’UTRome dataset, which Mangone et al used to annotate
putative 3’UTR cleavage and polyadenylation sites through computational
techniques that will be described below in Section 1.5.9.
1.5 Existing computational tools for annotating
transcriptomes
1.5.1 Coding Sequence (CDS) / Open Reading Frame (ORF)
prediction algorithms
The ability to predict regions of the genome that code for protein based
on genomic sequence alone was extremely important in early attempts to
annotate the C. elegans transcriptome. The ab initio CDS prediction program
GeneFinder in particular was used in early WormBase annotation of the
transcriptome (Green and Hillier, unpublished software) (Hillier et al., 2005).
Though the specific implementation behind the Genefinder program was
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never published on, the structure of CDS / ORF prediction algorithms at the
time often relied on Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to predict likely CDS
regions (Mathé et al., 2002). HMMs are a type of statistical model in which
the process being modeled is assumed to be approximated by a Markov chain
(Rabiner, 1989). A Markov process is a process in which there are a fixed set of
possible states and a set of possible emissions from each state, the probability
of an emission occurring is dependent only on the state, and the probability
of being in a state is dependent only on the previous state (Rabiner, 1989).
In gene prediction HMMs, the various features of genes to be predicted are
included as possible states in the model, and after the parameters of the model
were estimated, Viterbi decoding is run on the genomic sequence to determine
the most likely sequence of states in the model, and thereby determine the
regions of the genome that most likely correspond to coding sequences.
1.5.2 Cufflinks
Cufflinks is a transcriptome assembler designed for short reads that operates
on the principle of parsimony to determine the expressed transcripts in a
reference genome guided assembly of the transcriptome (Trapnell et al., 2012).
Cufflinks operates by first grouping reads at a given locus together into an
overlap graph, a data structure in which sequenced fragments are nodes, and
nodes are connected if they have compatible splice patterns and they overlap
(Trapnell et al., 2012). Once this overlap graph is constructed, the minimum
path cover through the graph is calculated (Trapnell et al., 2012). The minimum
path cover is a concept from computational graph theory, and represents the
smallest set of unique paths through a graph such that every node in the graph
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is visited at least once (Cormen et al., 2009). These paths through the graph are
then treated as the putative transcripts, and the estimated expression level of
these transcripts is then determined in a maximum likelihood based approach
(Trapnell et al., 2012).
Though a parsimony based approach for transcript abundance estimation
worked fairly well, there are several problems with the approach utilized by
Cufflinks, including the fact that it does not consider transcript abundance
when determining transcript structures, which can result in an incorrect set
of isoforms being called when operating with short reads (Trapnell et al.,
2012; Pertea et al., 2015, 2016). Like all short read assemblers, Cufflinks relies
on computational inference post hoc to determine transcript structures, and
therefore often made mistakes when determining transcripts.
1.5.3 StringTie2
StringTie2 is the second major release of the transcriptome assembler StringTie
(Pertea et al., 2015; Kovaka et al., 2019). StringTie is a short read reference
guided transcriptome assembler that simultaneously builds reference tran-
scriptomes and estimates transcript coverage of those transcriptomes (Pertea
et al., 2015). Briefly, StringTie requires short reads aligned to the reference
genome using a spliced aligner (Pertea et al., 2015; Kovaka et al., 2019). These
alignments are then clustered together based on overlap to produce a splice
graph representation of the loci to be annotated (Pertea et al., 2015). Once the
splice graph is produced, the ‘heaviest path’ through the graph is identified
(Pertea et al., 2015). The heaviest path is identified in the following manner:
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1) the position in the splice graph with the highest coverage is determined
and used as the starting point for the path, 2) The path is extended along the
graph in a greedy manner, following edges that represent the highest coverage
through the graph consistent with the path walked so far (i.e. if a splice junc-
tion is present in a read and not present in the heaviest path walked up to that
point, that read will not contribute to determining the heaviest path in subse-
quent extensions), 3) the coverage for this path through the graph is estimated
by solving a maximum-flow problem determining the maximum number of
reads that can be associated with the transcript. 4) the weights of the splice
graph are updated to remove reads that were assigned to a transcript by the
algorithm 5) steps 1 - 4 are repeated until all reads are assigned to a transcript
or the coverage of the heaviest path drops below some fixed threshold (2.5
reads per bp by default in Stringtie 1.0) (Pertea et al., 2015).
StringTie2 relies on much of the core implementation of StringTie, but incorpo-
rated several key improvements. The first major improvement was including
support for long read RNAseq such as ONT sequencing or PacBio sequencing
(Kovaka et al., 2019). The inclusion of such long, error prone data required
key tweaks to the underlying Stringtie algorithm, as errors in the alignment of
these long reads at splice sites will lead to incorrect edges in the assembled
splice graph. StringTie2 handles this possibility in several ways. The first is
a step included in most long read transcriptome annotation tools: correction
of splice sites that appear to be wrong. StringTie2 handles this correction
step by checking all splice sites present in the alignments high-error reads
(usually ONT or non-CCS PacBio reads) (Kovaka et al., 2019). If the splice
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site in question is not supported by a low-error alignment read then StringTie
looks for a splice site within 10 bp to identify the splice site supported by the
most alignments, and adjusts the read’s alignment to match this splice site
(Kovaka et al., 2019). The next step for dealing with errors in the alignments
of ONT and PacBio sequencing was the addition of a pruning step that re-
duces the number of nodes in a splice graph below some fixed size before
evaluation ( this size is selected as a parameter and is set by default to 1000)
(Kovaka et al., 2019). This pruning algorithm works by removing the edges
in the graph with the lowest amount of support from the considered reads
(Kovaka et al., 2019). Once these edges are removed the algorithm removes
vertices if they are no longer connected to the graph, and merges vertices
representing adjacent genomic positions if there is no intron separating them
(Kovaka et al., 2019). This improves StringTie2’s efficiency, at the expense of
possibly pruning out real splice isoforms present in low abundance from the
splice graph (typically isoforms from the low throughput long read RNA-seq)
(Kovaka et al., 2019).
An additional major improvement was a more comprehensive implementation
for incorporating ‘super-reads’ assembled from input short reads (Kovaka
et al., 2019). Super-reads are a type of synthetic long read assembled from
short reads by extending the ends of short reads until there is no longer
a unique extension to the super read end (Zimin et al., 2013). In the initial
StringTie release, super-reads were used only to fill in the gaps between paired-
end reads (Pertea et al., 2015; Kovaka et al., 2019). However, in StringTie2
super-reads are extended to their full possible length and used directly in
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the assembly of transcript annotations (Kovaka et al., 2019). These changes
improved the sensitivity and specificity of short read transcript discovery in
this assembly algorithm (Kovaka et al., 2019).
1.5.4 FLAIR
FLAIR, or Full-Length Alternative Isoform analysis of RNA, is a long read
analysis pipeline originally designed for use with native nanopore direct RNA
sequencing, however this pipeline can also be used with nanopore cDNA
sequencing, as well as PacBio sequencing (Tang et al., 2018). This pipeline
first involves aligning reads to a reference genome, which is encapsulated in a
submodule called flair-align, which aligns reads to the genome using the long
read aligner minimap2, and converts the output to a more easily parsed file
format (Tang et al., 2018; Brooks, 2019). Reads are then passed to a submodule
flair-correct, which is used to correct the splice junctions present in the reads
(Tang et al., 2018; Brooks, 2019). These splice junctions are “corrected” in
that the program assumes that non-canonical splice junctions not present in
a matched short read sequencing sample or a transcriptome annotation are
not valid, and in these instances shift these splice junctions to correspond
to short read or annotation derived splice sites within 10 nt of the original
splice site position (Tang et al., 2018). Once reads are corrected they are passed
to the submodule flair-collapse, which starts by grouping reads that share a
common set of splice junctions to cluster reads into putative isoforms (Tang
et al., 2018; Brooks, 2019). Transcription start sites (TSS) and Transcription end
sites (TES) are then determined by searching in 20 bp windows of putative
TSS / TES and selecting the position with the highest number of 5’ / 3’ ends
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that fall in that window (Tang et al., 2018; Brooks, 2019). Once a putative set of
first pass isoforms is determined through these first two collapsing steps the
sequence of these putative isoforms are extracted and reads are realigned to
these sequences to ensure that there is enough read support for each isoform
being reported (Tang et al., 2018).
Following this there are an additional two submodules: flair-quantify and
flair-diffExp. These submodules, respectively, assign reads to isoforms for
the purposes of quantifying the level of expression of each isoform, and
then perform differential expression analysis on the isoforms to determine
if isoforms are differentially expressed between conditions (Tang et al., 2018;
Brooks, 2019). This is done by aligning reads to the reported isoforms from
flair-collapse with minimap2 to determine isoform expression levels, followed
by determining if isoforms are differentially expressed using the R package
DESeq2 (Tang et al., 2018; Brooks, 2019).
1.5.5 TALON
Talon is the long read analysis pipeline utilized by the Encyclopedia of DNA
Elements (ENCODE) project (Wyman et al., 2019). Like other long read analy-
sis pipelines, TALON involves aligning reads to the genome and then includes
an error correcting preprocessing step (Wyman et al., 2019). In the case of
TALON this error correction step is encapsulated in a separate program called
TranscriptClean (Wyman et al., 2019; Wyman and Mortazavi, 2019). Tran-
scriptClean operates by removing and correcting indels smaller than some size
threshold (which defaults to 5 bp), and replacing mismatches in the transcripts
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with the reference genome base in that position (Wyman and Mortazavi, 2019).
TranscriptClean also has a variant aware mode, which will only change indels
and mismatches not present in a VCF file provided to the program, to allow
for variant sequences to be maintained in the read (Wyman and Mortazavi,
2019). TranscriptClean also includes an optional non-canonical splice junction
correction step, in which non-canonical splice junctions (NCSJs) are identified
by checking the intron motifs of transcript splice sites (Wyman and Mortazavi,
2019). These splice sites are then compared to high confidence splice junctions
provided by the user in the form of short read RNA-seq from the same sample
or from a reference annotation and changed to match the known splice junc-
tion when the distance between the NCSJ and the nearest known junction is
less than some fixed threshold which the TALON paper states represents the
size of microindels in PacBio and ONT sequencing (Wyman and Mortazavi,
2019). Once preprocessing has been performed, the reads are then fed into the
TALON pipeline proper (Wyman et al., 2019). This pipeline first establishes a
database based on GENCODE data (Wyman et al., 2019). Alignments are then
processed and compared to this database (Wyman et al., 2019). When novel
transcript models are identified, they are added to the database and used in
the comparisons with subsequent reads (Wyman et al., 2019). Each transcript
model is assigned a transcript novelty type, which designates it as novel or
previously known, and indicates how novel models differ from previously
annotated models. These novelty types include: 1) Known transcript models,
2) ISMs or incomplete splice matches, which represent transcript models that
partially match existing annotations but do not contain all the splice junctions
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of an existing model 3) NIC – Novel in catalog, which represent novel tran-
script models that are combinations of previously existing splice junctions
present in the existing annotation, 4) NNIC – Novel not in catalog, which
represent novel transcript models that contain a splice junction not previously
annotated to exist 5) Genomic transcript models which overlap an existing
gene but do not share any of its splice donors or acceptors, 6) Antisense -
which represent reads that overlap an existing gene but are oriented in the
opposite direction and 7) Intergenic - which do not overlap with any known
gene (Wyman et al., 2019). Once transcript models have been assigned to all
reads, expression levels can be examined at the gene and transcript model
level, novel transcript models can be identified, and transcript models can be
visualized.
1.5.6 TALC - Transcription Aware Long-read correction
TALC is a hybrid long-read correction algorithm designed with long read
RNA-seq in mind (Broseus et al., 2020). In TALC short, more accurate RNA-
seq reads are used to construct weighted De-Bruijn graphs. Long reads are
then compared to these De-Bruijn graphs, and stretches of common k-mers
are used as anchor points for sections of each long read in the De-Bruijn graph.
These common k-mers are assumed to be error free and are denoted “solid
regions”, while regions between common k-mers (denoted “weak regions”)
are corrected by exporing “consistent paths” from one anchor in the De-Bruijn
graph to another. This correction algorithm operates under the assumption
that k-mers that span a transcript should have consistent coverage across that
transcript, except where multiple isoforms may alter coverage. Therefore,
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“consistent path” extensions are defined by having kmer coverage consistent
with the kmer coverage of the previous extension. This extension process
identifies “split coverage events”, where the consistent path is split into two
or more competing paths when the coverage changes suddenly. These paths
are then extended independently until the number of paths being considered
rises above some arbitrary threshold, at which point all paths are compared
to the long read being corrected, and those with the greatest edit distance to
the long read are no longer considered. Paths that connect “solid regions” are
then scored by edit distance to the long read, and the path most consistent
with the long read is used to correct the “weak region”. This results in long
reads with errors corrected. It is worth noting, however, that this does not
result in a transcriptome, and additional analysis is necessary to generate a
transcriptome annotation.
1.5.7 RATTLE
RATTLE is a long-read de novo transcriptome assembler that operates indepen-
dent of a reference genome (de la Rubia et al., 2020). RATTLE operates by first
clustering long reads into gene level clusters, and then splitting these gene
level clusters into isoform level clusters. A multiple sequence alignment of
reads from each isoform is then generated using partial order alignment, and
a consensus is generated from this multiple sequence alignment. These con-
sensuses are then polished, and reported as the output transcriptome.
In this approach, gene level clusters are determined using a two step clustering
algorithm. In the first step, reads sequence k-mers are extracted from each read
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and used to generate a bitvector of length 4k, where each position in the bit-
vector represents a kmer, and each position corresponding to a k-mer present
in the read is set to 1. For each initial comparison performed the bit-vectors
are compared using the AND operator, resulting in the number of common
k-mers. A similarity score is calculated and reads above some similarity score
are then compared in a more computationally stringent manner. This second
clustering step involves generating a list of kmers present in both reads sorted
by thier position in the first read. The longest increasing subsequence for the
positions in the second read is determined and used to calculate a second
similarity metric. If reads are above some arbitrary threshold of the second
similarity metric they are said to be in the same cluster, and thus originating
from the same gene.
Rather than performing an all vs all comparison for every read, a process
similar to canopy clustering is performed, in which an individual read is
initialized as a cluster, and compared to every other read. All reads above the
similarity threshold to this initial read are declared as part of the same cluster,
and removed from consideration for future clusters. This process is repeated
until every read is assigned to a cluster.
The similarity threshold is then gradually decreased, and clusters are merged
based on the correspondence of a representative read from each cluster.
Once gene level clusters have been determined, they are split into isoform level
clusters based on the relative distance between co-linear k-mers determined in
the longest increasing subsequence calculations. Reads are split in to different
transcripts if the variance of these distances between co-linear k-mers is greater
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than some threshold set by the user.
Each isoform cluster is then used to generate a multiple sequence alignment
using a SIMD partial order alignment tool. The consensus is calculated from
this multiple sequence alignment using the base qualities from the FASTQ file
input.
Consensuses are then polished by performing another 2-step greedy clustering
on transcript clusters to define the final set of transcripts. From these final
clusters consensuses are calculated and the isoform sequence, as well as the
abundance of each isoform is reported in FASTA/Q format.
1.5.8 Trinity
Trinity is a short read de novo transcriptome assembler that operates inde-
pendent of a reference genome (Grabherr et al., 2011). Trinity is so named
because it operates in three major steps. First short reads are used to assemble
a read data set, greedily searching through a k-mer graph to generate a set of
linear contigs. These contigs are then pooled if they share at least 1 (k-1)-mer
in common and used to construct De-Bruijn graphs for each pool. These De-
Bruijn graphs are then trimmed of spurious edges, and resolved using reads
to generate one sequence for each splice isoform. This approach is limited by
the repetitive nature of the transcriptome as short reads cannot easily resolve
cycles in De-Bruijn graphs.
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1.5.9 Short read 3’UTR annotation approaches
Though much of the tools outlined above focus on obtaining a high quality
annotation of the underlying structure of RNA transcripts and are focused
primarily on CDS, the structure and sequence of the 3’ untranslated regions
(3’UTRs) of a gene are also extremely important for decoding the regulation of
that gene. Determining 3’UTR structure and the cleavage and polyadenylation
sites of RNA transcripts is a difficult process to address computationally
for two main reasons 1) individual genes can contain several alternative
cleavage and polyadenylation sites, 2) the available evidence indicates that
cleavage does not reliably occur at the same nucleotide in every transcript,
instead cleavage sites are broadly distributed in clusters around a given site
(Hajarnavis et al., 2004; Mayr and Bartel, 2009; West et al., 2018). In addition,
once sites have been identified, the short read lengths used by these studies
means that associating a site with a gene often requires finding the nearest
upstream gene and assigning the cleavage site to that gene (Mayr and Bartel,
2009; Mangone et al., 2010; Jan et al., 2011; Blazie et al., 2015, 2017).
Several computational approaches have been proposed and implemented
in analysis of the C. elegans 3’UTR-ome in an attempt to utilize short read
approaches to annotate 3’UTR structure.
In 3P-seq of the C. elegans transcriptome the reverse complement of sequencing
reads were treated as candidate 3’ tags and were first mapped to the genome
allowing for the possibility of non-templated nucleotides on their 3’ end (Jan
et al., 2011). Sequences were kept if they aligned to only a single position
in the genome and contained at least 2 3’ adenosines, at least one of which
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had to be non-templated (Jan et al., 2011). The 3’ most non-adenosine base
of each remaining tag was then selected as a putative cleavage site (Jan et al.,
2011). The genome was then cordoned off into genomic loci for the purposes
of assigning tags to genes (Jan et al., 2011). In this cordoning scheme a gene’s
loci was defined as the region stretching from the 5’ most annotated base of
that gene to the 5’ most annotated base of the next downstream gene on the
same genomic strand (Jan et al., 2011). At each genomic loci candidate 3’ tags
at each position in the loci were counted and sorted from most tags aligned
to a given position to the fewest (Jan et al., 2011). Tags within 21 nt of the
most abundant position were grouped into a cluster centered on that position
and removed from the sorted list (Jan et al., 2011). This was repeated until all
3’ tags were assigned to a cluster belonging to a gene (Jan et al., 2011). The
clusters were then evaluated using RNA-seq data to ensure that the maximum
per base coverage of the putative 3’ UTR was less than 5 times the max of
the upstream CDS, and that the median per base coverage was more than
0.05 the median per base coverage of the upstream CDS (Jan et al., 2011). The
putative poly(A) addition sites that passed these filtering steps were then
reported.
In Mangone et al. an alternative 3’UTR annotation approach was utilized.
Mangone et al integrated several alternative sequencing datasets for profil-
ing the 3’UTR-ome, each with unique pre-processing steps, the extracted 3’
positions of which were then pooled, clustered, and used to generate 3’UTR
annotations (Mangone et al., 2010). Clustering was performed using an iter-
ative local clustering procedure of their chromosomal coordinates. Putative
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3’UTR sites that could be assigned to a gene were clustered on a gene by gene
basis. The local maxima of each cluster was identified and then used as the
representative poly(A) addition site for that cluster.
1.5.10 Short read transcription start site determination in C.
elegans
Determining the transcription start site of genes is a critical step in annotating
the transcriptome, made difficult in C. elegans by high rates of trans splicing.
Alternative transcription start sites can lead to dramatic changes to the struc-
ture of an RNA transcript, and the resulting protein. Saito et al. and Chen
et al. published two methods that attempted to overcome the trans splicing
problem and define the TSS sites of C. elegans; the molecular biology involved
in these techniques was explained above in Section 1.4.3.3 (Saito et al., 2013;
Chen et al., 2013).
The computational analysis performed by Saito et al to determine TSS locations
in the genome was quite straightforward. Upon mapping their short read
sequencing data they started by computing the number of reads aligning
each position to identify candidate TSS peaks (Saito et al., 2013). They then
fit Gaussian Mixture Models to these candidate peaks, using an X-means
clustering approach to fit these mixture models and determine the number of
gaussian peaks to model based on a Bayesian Information Criterion, a concept
from machine learning designed to optimize the number of parameters to
include in a model such that the data is explained but the model is not overfit.
Upon fitting their data, they trimmed peaks with fewer than 5 sequence tags
supporting the peak, used the gaussian fit to estimate expression levels per
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peak, and removed peaks that fell within 10 bp of an annotated SL1 trans
splice site. Finally, they selected as representative TSS the peaks that were the
highest expressed and fell within 3kb upstream of what they call ‘gene start
sites’, which are not formally defined in the paper but are presumably the first
base in each annotated gene.
The computational analysis in Chen et al. was focused on identifying Tran-
scription Initiation Clusters or TICs and assigning these clusters to annotated
TSS to determine the gene corresponding to each cluster (Chen et al., 2013). To
do this, reads were mapped to the genome, and the strand specific alignment
was used and the 5’ ends of alignment were extracted. These 5’ ends were
combined together if they fell in the same position on the same strand, fol-
lowed by combining these miniclusters together if they contained 2 or more
reads by a single linkage approach in which miniclusters were combined if
they fell within 50 nt of one another. Singleton 5’ ends were added to clusters
if they fell within the clustered region ±25 nt. Clusters overlapping various
classes of ncRNA (miRNA, rRNA, tRNA, snRNA, snoRNA and snlRNAs)
were excluded from consideration, and the mode of each cluster was selected
to define the putative TSS (ties were broken by selecting the mode closer to the
median of the cluster). TSS were then assigned to genes in a multistep strand
specific approach, which relied on scanning for an overlapping or nearest
gene due to the short read lengths intrinsic to the sequencing used.
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1.5.11 trans-splicing characterization computational
approaches in C. elegans
Determining which genes are trans spliced in C. elegans and which genes are
not using sequencing and computational approaches requires one to identify
sequencing reads containing splice leader sequences and determine where
these reads map in the genome. At least two approaches to solving this
problem have been performed by different groups. Hillier et al. and later
Allen et al. opted to create a ‘trans-splice site database’, in which all potential
trans-splice sites (as predicted or annotated by Genefinder, TwinScan, or
WormBase) were spliced in silico to SL1 and SL2 sequences (Hillier et al., 2009;
Allen et al., 2011). RNAseq reads were then matched to the resulting database
using the algorithm cross_match, and reads were assigned to a splice leader
and location if the match score was better than all other match scores by two
or more and better than all genome alignment scores by five or more. In this
approach, trans-splice sites were only counted if at least one of the assigned
reads had 9 or more bases matching the SL sequence.
In contrast, Tourasse et al., a meta analysis study working with many RNAseq
datasets utilized an approach in which only reads that did not align to the
genome in a first pass alignment were considered as trans-splicing candidates
(Tourasse et al., 2017). These reads were then run through the program cu-
tadapt to identify reads containing SL sequences and trim the reads of these
sequences (Martin, 2011). The remaining portions of the reads were then
mapped to the genome using TopHat2 to identify genomic trans splice sites
(Kim et al., 2013). The reads that did not align to the genome were aligned
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to the transcriptome by Bowtie2, identifying more trans splice sites (Lang-
mead and Salzberg, 2012). Finally, the reads that were unmapped after this
step were aligned to the genome using GSNAP, which identified additional
genomic trans splice sites (Wu and Nacu, 2010). Once the mapping SL reads
were identified, the relative position of trans splicing within the genome was
determined as the 5’ most base before the SL sequence. These trans splice sites
were then assigned to their overlapping gene, or in the case of intergenic trans
splice sites, were assigned to the nearest downstream gene.
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2.3 Introduction
The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans is an ideal experimental model organism
due to its compact, well-annotated genome (The C. elegans Sequencing Con-
sortium, 1998; Wilson, 1999; Hillier et al., 2005; Gerstein et al., 2010), invariant
cell lineage (Sulston et al., 1983), and wide array of molecular methods. Our
current understanding of the C. elegans transcriptome has been determined
with EST- and cDNA-based libraries, and Illumina-based cDNA and RNA
sequencing (Walhout et al., 2000; Reboul et al., 2001; Lamesch et al., 2004;
Hillier et al., 2009; Gerstein et al., 2010; Spieth et al., 2014; Tourasse et al., 2017).
Most coding sequences (CDSs) span more than 600 nt (excluding introns), and
the typical C. elegans gene contains 6.4 coding exons on average (Spieth et al.,
2014).
3’ untranslated regions (3’UTRs) are critically important features of mRNA
transcripts that contain binding sites for RNA-binding proteins and small
noncoding RNAs (Cai et al., 2009; Szostak and Gebauer, 2013). Regulation
of 3’-UTR length can therefore have profound impact on mRNA expression,
stability, and localization (Kuersten and Goodwin, 2003; Andreassi and Riccio,
2009; Mayr and Bartel, 2009). Large-scale sequencing of the C. elegans 3’UTRs
revealed median lengths of 130–140 nt, with an average length of ~211 nt,
although 3’-UTR length distributions have been shown to vary by cell and
tissue type (e.g., oocytes have a median 3’-UTR length of ~157 nt) (Mangone
et al., 2010; Jan et al., 2011; West et al., 2018). In addition, poly(A) tails in C.
elegans have a median length of ~57 nt at the L4 stage, and short poly(A) tail
lengths are a feature of highly expressed genes (Lima et al., 2017).
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The average transcript in C. elegans is significantly longer than the maximum
possible read length of Illumina sequencing. Therefore, current approaches to
annotate the full-length structure of the average C. elegans transcript isoform
rely on manual curation of gene models based on a variety of data types, while
more generally computational approaches to assemble transcript structures
from bulk, short-read sequencing data utilize computationally expensive and
imperfect inference (Williams et al., 2011; Trapnell et al., 2012; Spieth et al.,
2014; Pertea et al., 2015). Calculating poly(A) tail lengths requires a sequencing
approach capable of resolving long homopolymers, and determining 3’-UTR
structures requires an experimental or computational means of determining
which reads reflect the 3’-most base included in the transcript before cleav-
age and polyadenylation. The specialized protocols and analyses used to
measure poly(A) tail length and identify 3’UTRs with short-read sequencing
approaches cannot directly link these measurements to their splice isoform
of origin and, in the case of 3’-UTR identification, instead rely on assigning
putative cleavage sites to the nearest overlapping or upstream gene (Mangone
et al., 2010; Jan et al., 2011; Chang et al., 2014; Subtelny et al., 2014; Blazie et al.,
2017; Diag et al., 2018).
Nanopore sequencing, in contrast, has no theoretical upper limit to read length
and is capable of sequencing transcripts from end to end at a single molecule
level (Garalde et al., 2018; Jenjaroenpun et al., 2018; Workman et al., 2019).
Nanopore-based sequencing methods have been used to annotate transcrip-
tome structure in a variety of organisms ranging from the relatively simple
Saccharomyces cerevisiae to complex human cell lines (Byrne et al., 2017; Bayega
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et al., 2018; Garalde et al., 2018; Jenjaroenpun et al., 2018; Tang et al., 2018;
Volden et al., 2018; Kadobianskyi et al., 2019; Sessegolo et al., 2019; Workman
et al., 2019). In nanopore based direct RNA sequencing (dRNA-seq), RNA
reads are captured by the 3’ end of their poly(A) tail and sequenced in the 3’
to 5’ direction natively, thus directly measuring the RNA molecule. The full
length of the poly(A) tail is sequenced and, using a trained hidden Markov
model, the length of the poly(A) tail for each read can be estimated (Work-
man et al., 2019). The 3’-most base in the alignment should reflect the true
cleavage and polyadenylation site for the full transcript represented by that
read, provided that base-calling, trimming of poly(A) and adapter sequences,
and alignment had sufficient precision. Despite these advantages, adoption of
dRNA-seq and other nanopore-based sequencing methods is hindered due to
the technology’s high error rates and the relative lack of bioinformatics tools
and analysis pipelines designed for long, error-rich reads.
In this study, we have generated an atlas of postembryonic transcript structure
using dRNA-seq to sequence RNA extracted from the major stages of the
C. elegans developmental life cycle. We provide full-length support for both
previously annotated and novel transcript splice isoforms. Furthermore, we
identify and characterize 3’UTRs and compare these to known 3’-UTR data
sets. We also estimate poly(A) tail lengths for our reads and examine their
length characteristics across development. Finally, we have made this data
available both in raw formats and as a custom track hub.
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2.4 Results
2.4.1 Collection and sequencing of developmentally staged
C. elegans
To capture the diversity of transcript isoforms expressed across C. elegans
development, we created dRNA-seq libraries in technical duplicates from
larval stages L1 to L4, as well as young and mature hermaphrodite adults
(Fig. 2.1A; Corsi et al. (2015)). Because wild-type C. elegans exists primarily as
hermaphrodites with spontaneous males (<0.5%) emerging in the population
through chromosome nondisjunction, we also obtained a male-enriched sam-
ple using a him-8 mutant that disrupts X Chromosome segregation (Hodgkin
et al., 1979; Broverman and Meneely, 1994; Phillips et al., 2005). We further
enriched for the male subpopulation by filtering them through a 35-µm mesh
that allows the males to be collected in the filtrate.
Libraries were generated from RNA isolated by TRI Reagent (Ambion),
poly(A)-selected, and prepared for sequencing following the Oxford Nanopore
Technologies SQK-RNA001 kit protocol with the exception of using Su-
perScript IV (Thermo Fisher Scientific) in the optional reverse transcrip-
tion step. The libraries were sequenced on an Oxford Nanopore Tech-
nologies GridION X5 (model # GRD-X5B002). Base-calling and adapter
trimming of the reads was performed using poreplex (running albacore)
(https://github.com/hyeshik/poreplex), resulting in over 540,000 reads
that passed base-calling quality control for each developmental stage se-
quenced, and 5.54 million total reads (Supplemental Table S2.1). Reads had
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mean per base quality scores above 10 for each developmentally staged sam-
ple and median per base quality scores ranging between nine and 10 for each
sample. Reads were aligned to the ce11 genome using minimap2, which
successfully aligned 87.8% of our reads (Supplemental Table S2.2; (Li, 2018)).
Median read lengths ranged between 573 and 687 for a given sample, while
average read lengths were significantly longer, ranging from 739 to 934. Note
that nanopore sequencing reads are currently unable to capture the last 10–15
bases proximal to the 5’ end because of the structure of the pore motor protein-
RNA assembly as reported previously (Workman et al., 2019). The average
percent reference identities of our alignments (as calculated by the NanoPack
software suite [De Coster et al. (2018)]) ranged between 85.3% and 86.9%
depending on the sample, suggesting an error rate of ~14%–15% in our data
sets. This error rate and the loss of the 5’ -most 10–15 bases prevented us from
examining splice leader-based trans splicing, a common RNA modification in
C. elegans (see Section 2.11.1.1 in Supplemental Material 2.11). The average
length of unique splice isoforms identified in our sequencing libraries was
1596 nt (Fig. 2.1E,F and discussed below), which was consistent with the
annotated average length of transcripts in the WormBase WS265 annotation
of the C. elegans transcriptome (1574 nt) (Lee et al., 2018; WormBase web site,
2018).
2.4.2 Identifying reads representing full-length transcripts
While the majority of our reads correspond to full-length transcripts (Fig.
2.1B,C), a substantial fraction of aligned reads failed to span the full length of
an annotated coding sequence (31.8% of the unfiltered genome aligned reads);
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these reads were predominantly truncated relative to annotated isoforms
at their 5’ ends, resulting in a 3’ bias in coverage from our total reads (e.g.,
Fig. 2.1D). Including these reads in our downstream analysis would have
artificially inflated the number of isoforms identified. Therefore, to make use
of the long read lengths possible through dRNA-seq, reduce this 3’ bias, and
eliminate the need to computationally reconstruct gene models, reads were
filtered to ensure that only high-quality reads corresponding to full-length
transcripts were considered (see Methods and Supplemental Fig. S2.1 for
an outline of the entire analysis). Reads were considered full length in our
filtering approach if they passed our complete filtering pipeline. Briefly, reads
were discarded if they (1) contained large insertions or large 3’ softclips (i.e.,
bases at the end of a read that fail to align), (2) had no detectable poly(A)
tail, (3) had 5’ ends that had insufficient evidence of corresponding to a
transcription start site (TSS), (4) had a donor or acceptor splice site that could
not be assigned to an annotated donor or acceptor splice site (i.e., a splice site
Figure 2.1 (following page): Overview of approach and sequencing of full-length iso-
forms. (A) Diagram of the C. elegans life cycle. (B) Plot of normalized coverage across
the average coding gene with full-length (green) non-full-length (blue) and all reads
(red) considered. (C) Percent of reads that passed filtering and were called full-length
in each stage. (D) Example locus showing reads aligning to the WBGene00022369
locus (black). (E) Comparison of length distributions of isoforms present in the Worm-
Base WS265 annotation, and splice isoforms identified by this study displayed as
a density plot (top) and as the fold change of the densities (bottom). (F) As in E,
comparison of length distribution of isoforms assembled by StringTie2 using Illumina
based RNA-seq from across C. elegans development, and splice isoforms identified by
this study. (G) Schematic defining “full-length isoform” as a combination of splice
isoform and 3’ UTR isoform. (H) Number of splice, 3’UTR, and full-length isoforms
observed across all stages. yAd = young adult, mAd = mature adult. Exact numbers
































































not within 15 bp of an annotated splice site), (5) had retained introns, or (6)
had 3’ ends that had insufficient evidence of corresponding to a bona fide
polyadenylation site.
For 5’ end filtering criterion (step 3 above), we implemented a stringent 5’
filtering step that kept reads if their 5’ ends fell within -100 to +15 of an
annotated transcription start site or were supported by 5’ SAGE data or high-
throughput sequencing of RNA polymerase II initiation sites (Chen et al., 2013;
Saito et al., 2013). For the 3’ end filtering (step 6 above), we kept all reads
that overlapped with a stop codon in the WormBase WS265 GFF3 annotation
(Lee et al., 2018; WormBase web site, 2018). For those reads that did not
overlap with an annotated stop codon, we examined the read for canonical or
alternative polyadenylation signals (PAS) up to 60 bp upstream of the putative
3’ end, as well as a predicted open reading frame (ORF) in the read with
defined start and stop codons. We kept all reads that had both an ORF and a
canonical or alternative PAS.
Our collection of filtering steps ensures that we keep only full-length tran-
scripts with 5’ and 3’ ends that correspond to TSSs and polyadenylation sites,
respectively, for further analysis. To determine the efficacy of this filtering
approach, we made an aggregate plot of normalized coverage across the av-
erage coding gene (Fig. 2.1B). Supporting the validity of this approach, the
reads that fail our filtering steps have an extreme 3’ bias, while those that pass
the filtering steps do not have this 3’ bias in the total reads. Passing reads
comprise the majority of reads in each data set (Fig. 2.1C). Combining all
data sets, almost 2.9 million passing reads were obtained (Supplemental Table
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S2.2 for a breakdown of reads remaining after each filtering step). Following
read filtering, reads were assigned to the splice isoforms and 3’UTRs present
in each developmental stage and across all stages, as described in Methods,
Section 2.6.
2.4.3 Examining read and isoform length distributions
Part of the appeal of long-read RNA sequencing is the ability to capture full-
length isoforms. However, as our library preparation is dependent on the
poly(A) tail, 3’-biases may skew the resulting isoform length distribution and
annotation of the transcriptome. To characterize this in our data sets, we plot-
ted the length distribution of poly(A)-selected RNA from each of our stages
as identified through TapeStation traces (Supplemental Fig. S2.2A). We then
compared the TapeStation traces to the expected fluorescence signal based
on the read lengths obtained from our nanopore sequencing experiments
(determining expected fluorescence by weighting by the length of the reads)
(Supplemental Fig. S2.2B). The expected fluorescence based on the sequencing
read length distribution obtained is shorter than the distribution one would
expect from an unbiased sequencing experiment based on TapeStation traces.
However, we identified the two major peaks in our RNA length distributions
as those corresponding to ribosomal subunits, indicating that oligo d(T) pull
down of RNA failed to remove all ribosomal RNA from our samples. We
next sought to determine if this read length bias was resulting in a shorter
identified transcriptome on average compared to the existing transcriptome
annotation (Fig. 2.1E; Supplemental Fig. S2.3A), and to transcriptome an-
notations assembled by StringTie2 (Kovaka et al., 2019) using (1) previously
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collected Illumina RNA-seq data from across C. elegans development gener-
ated by the modENCODE Project (Hillier et al., 2009), (2) previous work from
our laboratory (Weiser et al., 2017), and (3) the Albritton et al. (Albritton et al.,
2014) study (Fig. 2.1F; Supplemental Fig. S2.3B). We find that despite the
length difference observed between the TapeStation and nanopore read length,
the length distribution of the unique isoforms we identify in our analyses are
similar to the length distributions of the WormBase transcriptome annotation
and transcriptome annotations produced by Illumina data and StringTie2.
Taken together, these analyses indicate that our analysis pipeline mitigates
the impact of any fragmentation-induced read length biases present in our
sequencing and suggests that the full-length transcript isoforms we identify
accurately reflect the structure and length of transcripts in the full-length C.
elegans transcriptome.
2.4.4 Identifying the full-length transcriptome
The full-length single-molecule resolution of nanopore sequencing means that,
unlike short-read sequencing, the full linear sequence of exons comprising
a transcript and all of the associated splice junctions (i.e., the splice isoform)
and the 3’-UTR isoform are captured together in a single read. This enables
the identification of the “full-length transcriptome,” the set of full-length
isoforms (splice isoform + 3’-UTR isoform) observed together across all reads
(Fig. 2.1G). When considered across all developmental stages and conditions,
28,858 full-length isoforms were identified, comprised of 23,865 unique splice
isoforms and 16,342 unique 3’UTRs (Fig. 2.1H; Supplemental Table S2.3 for
exact values). Over 12,000 full-length isoforms were identified in each stage.
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Because 3’UTRs were only called if there were three or more reads supporting
the putative cleavage site, not all splice isoforms have an associated 3’UTR
called. Therefore, some full-length isoforms have no high-confidence 3’-UTR
call and are, in effect, simply splice isoforms. This describes only a fraction
(5583, 19%) of the full-length isoforms identified.
To determine if these data sets were at or approaching saturation in the number
of full-length isoforms identified, reads were randomly subsampled and the
number of full-length isoforms that had support from one or more reads in
the subsampled set was determined. These values were then plotted, and
the relationship between the number of reads considered and the number
of full-length isoforms supported was examined. As expected, none of the
developmentally staged data sets appears to be saturated (Supplemental Fig.
S2.4A). We also examined the number of isoforms identified across all stages,
which also does not yet appear to be saturated (Supplemental Fig. S2.4B).
The ability to resolve splice isoforms and 3’-UTR isoforms together at single-
molecule resolution allows for identification of genes where the two features
appear to be correlated. Few examples of significant correlations between
splice isoform use and 3’-UTR isoform use were identified by Fisher’s exact
test after multiple hypothesis testing correction (Supplemental Table S2.4).
This is possibly due to lack of coverage but more likely reflects an overall
lack of coordination between splicing and polyadenylation site choice in C.
elegans.
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2.4.5 Quantifying genes and splice isoforms captured with
full-length support
Less than half of the 30,133 isoforms with annotated introns in the WormBase
WS265 annotation have full-length support (here, full-length support means
that every annotated intron in the isoform is supported by the same cDNA or
EST) (Fig. 2.2A; Lee et al. (2018); WormBase web site (2018)). By comparison,
17,245 splice isoforms (of the 30,133 with annotated introns in WormBase)
across 13,400 genes had full-length support using our data, well above the
12,613 isoforms and 10,711 genes that have full-length support in the Worm-
Base WS265 annotation (Fig. 2.2A). Comparing the genes and isoforms with
full-length support in each data set, 4187 genes and 7247 isoforms were identi-
fied that did not previously have full-length support (Fig. 2.2B). This data set
therefore significantly expands the number of C. elegans genes and isoforms
supported by full-length data. To examine the changes of splice isoform usage
in each developmental stage and across all stages, we plotted the number
of previously annotated splice isoforms and genes observed in each stage
(Fig. 2.2C; Supplemental Table S2.3). We found more than 10,000 previously
annotated splice isoforms in each stage, with males having the most identified
genes and splice isoforms of any individual stage despite having fewer reads
after our filtering steps than most other stages (Supplemental Table S2.2).
Combining across all stages, 20,413 previously annotated splice isoforms were
observed. Most genes in our transcriptome data have only a single identified
splice isoform, and the frequency of genes with a given number of isoforms
decreases as the number of isoforms increases, consistent with the WS265
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Figure 2.2: Capture of annotated and novel full-length splice isoforms. (A) Number
of genes and isoforms captures with full-length support in our dataset (left) versus
the WormBase (WB) annotation (right) (WormBase web site, release WS265, 2018; Lee
et al. 2018) (B) Stacked bar graph showing overlap between isoforms and genes with
full length support in our dataset and those with full-length support in the WormBase
annotation. (C) Number of previously annotated splice isoforms and corresponding
genes identified by our data across all stages yAd = young adult, mAd = mature adult.
(D) Density plot showing the number of isoforms identified per gene across our full
dataset and the WormBase annotation. (E) Number of novel isoforms and genes with
novel isoforms identified across all stages. (F) Density plot showing the proportion of
novel splice isoforms with a given number of reads supporting their structure.
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annotation of the C. elegans transcriptome (Fig. 2.2D).
In addition to capturing previously annotated splice isoforms, part of the
appeal of long-read single-molecule sequencing is the ability to detect novel
splice isoforms. To test our ability to identify novel splice isoforms after
stringent filtering and splice site correction steps, we searched for isoforms
with a set of splice junctions not present in the WormBase WS265 annotation.
Across all stages, 3452 novel splice isoforms were identified corresponding to
2251 genes (Fig. 2.2E; Supplemental Table S2.3). Of the novel splice isoforms,
1285 have novel splice junctions between previously annotated donor and
acceptor splice sites, and 262 have novel exons. To determine the level of
support for these novel isoforms, we generated a density plot showing the
proportion of novel isoforms with a given number of reads supporting them
(Fig. 2.2F). The majority of identified novel splice isoforms were identified
with a single read supporting their structure; however, over 20% of novel
isoforms had four or more reads supporting them, indicating that these are
high-confidence novel isoforms.
Finally, we sought to examine how many of our identified splice isoforms were
predicted to be noncoding using the protein coding prediction algorithm CPAT
trained on the C. elegans transcriptome annotation (Wang et al. 2013). Using
this software, 1623 of our 23,865 splice isoforms appear to be noncoding (using
a threshold of coding probability of 0.5 for defining the boundary between
coding and noncoding isoforms, the IDs of which are listed in Supplemental
Table S2.5).
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2.4.6 Characterizing the identified 3’UTRome
Previous analyses of nanopore sequencing have largely centered on splice
isoform identification and characterization while largely ignoring the 3’UTR.
Because dRNA-seq relies on sequencing in the 3’ to 5’ direction of mRNAs iso-
lated by their poly(A) tails, full-length sequences of 3’UTRs are preferentially
captured. After adapter trimming, discarding reads with large 3’ softclips, and
realigning the 3’ softclipped portions of the remaining reads, we identified
putative poly(A) cleavage sites and predicted stop codons to define full-length
3’UTRs. Using this method, 16,342 unique 3’-UTR isoforms were identified,
with over 10,000 3’UTRs identified in each stage (Supplemental Table S2.3).
When splice structure in the 3’-UTR region is ignored to ease comparison with
existing data sets (as described in Methods, Section 2.6), 16,333 3’UTRs are
identified (Fig. 2.3A).
To determine the accuracy of our 3’-UTR calling, we compared the 3’UTRs
identified by this method with those from previously published data sets
Figure 2.3 (following page): Properties of 3’UTRome (A) Number of 3’UTRs ob-
served across all stages, as compared to Mangone et al. (Mangone et al. 2010) and Jan
et al. (Jan et al. 2011). yAd = young adult, mAd = mature adult. (B) Venn diagram
showing overlap between 3’ UTRs identified in this study, Jan et al., and Mangone
et al. (C) Number of novel 3’UTRs and genes with novel 3’UTRs identified in each
stage and across all stages (D) Kernel density estimate plot of 3’UTR lengths from
this study, Jan et al. and Mangone et al. (E) Violin plots showing 3’UTR length
distributions across all stages. Horizontal black lines show the median of each stage.
(F) Stacked bar chart showing percentage of UTRs with the specified polyadenylation
signal (PAS) across all stages. (G) Nucleotide distributions around putative PAS sites
and putative cleavage sites. Canonical PAS (AAUAAA) and alternative PAS (alt PAS)
distributions are anchored with the putative PAS hexamer at -19 nucleotides. The
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(including 3P-Seq and 3’ RACE data) generated in C. elegans (Mangone et al.,
2010; Jan et al., 2011). Of our identified 3’UTRs, 81.0% overlap with one or
more of these 3’-UTR data sets (Fig. 2.3B). In addition, we identified 2640 novel
3’UTRs that do not fall within 10 bp of existing 3’UTRs or WormBase 3’-UTR
annotations (Fig. 2.3C). The 3’-UTR length distribution in our data was nearly
identical to those observed by Jan et al. and Mangone et al. (Fig. 2.3D). In
agreement with Mangone et al., our 3’-UTR length distributions change over
developmental stages, progressively decreasing from L1 through L4, and are
shorter in males than in hermaphroditic adults (Fig. 2.3E). The 3’-UTR length
distributions in adult stages were slightly longer than the length distribution
of L4 3’UTRs in our data sets, in contrast to Mangone et al. (Mangone et al.,
2010), which showed that adult 3’UTRs had a slightly shorter average 3’-UTR
length than L4.
Given that the lengths of 3’UTRs change during development, we investigated
whether PAS usage might also vary across time. We compared the frequency of
canonical PAS usage (defined by the motif AAUAAA), alternative PAS usage
(defined by a subset of hexamers with a 1- or 2-nt difference from AAUAAA
[see Methods, Section 2.6.14]), and sites with no defined PAS. Frequency of
canonical and alternative PAS usage was quite consistent between adjacent
developmental stages, although by χ2 tests, there were statistically significant
differences in overall PAS usage between the L4 and young adult stage as
well as between hermaphroditic young adults and males (Fig. 2.3F). Given
that distribution of canonical and alternative PAS usage is consistent across
the larval stages, where a significant shift in 3’-UTR length distributions
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occurs, this suggests that 3’-UTR length changes over development are largely
independent of PAS usage.
As a final metric for the accuracy of this 3’UTRome, we plotted nucleotide
distributions in windows around identified PAS sites and around putative
cleavage sites (Fig. 2.3G). This largely agrees with previously published nu-
cleotide distributions in windows around identified PAS sites (Mangone et al.,
2010). These distributions are AT-rich, with a peak in T frequencies just 3’
from the PAS site. It is possible that 3’UTRs identified by our method were in-
accurate and broadly distributed around true cleavage sites, and by anchoring
nucleotide distributions with putative PAS sites at -19 nt, the impact of these
errors was eliminated. To test this possibility, we generated a density plot of
the offsets of identified PAS sites from putative cleavage sites identified by
our method and found that these offsets were enriched close to the canonical
-19 nt from putative cleavage sites, indicating cleavage site calls from this
method are accurate within a few base pairs (Supplemental Fig. S2.5A,B). At
3’-UTR sites without a putative PAS identified, the nucleotide distribution
observed lacks the enrichment of As in a window around the cleavage site
noted in Mangone et al. (2010). Our method may be capturing a different
set of 3’UTRs with no PAS than the Mangone et al. data set. Supporting this
possibility, only 28% of the no-PAS 3’UTRs in our data set overlap with a
Mangone et al. 3’UTR, as compared with 71% of canonical PAS and 64% of
alternative PAS 3’UTRs in our data (Supplemental Fig. S2.5C). In addition,
no-PAS 3’UTRs that do overlap with a Mangone et al. 3’UTR have a different
nucleotide distribution than the no-PAS Mangone et al. 3’UTRs in general
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(Supplemental Fig. S2.5D; Mangone et al. (2010)).
2.4.7 Properties of poly(A) tail lengths
Poly(A) tails are known regulators of translation and transcript stability. How-
ever, profiling of poly(A) tail lengths at the transcriptome-wide level using
short-read sequencing is a relatively recent advance in the field (Chang et al.,
2014; Subtelny et al., 2014; Lim et al., 2016). We have previously shown that,
using a trained hidden Markov model, one can estimate the poly(A) tail length
of dRNA-seq reads using nanopolish (Workman et al., 2019). We performed
these estimations on our current data, providing a developmentally resolved
poly(A) profiling data set.
Global poly(A) tail length distributions are dynamic in the developing Droso-
phila melanogaster oocyte and embryo (Lim et al., 2016). To determine if there
Figure 2.4 (following page): Properties of poly(A) tail length (A) Violin plot of
poly(A) tail length distributions across development. Horizontal black lines show
the median of each stage. yAd = young adult, mAd = mature adult. (B) Poly(A)
tail length distributions separated by the PAS type of the associated reads for reads
corresponding to isoforms predicted to be coding. (C) (left) Density plot showing
correlation between poly(A) tail length and expression level by plotting median
poly(A) tail length for each isoform versus the log of the expression level of that
isoform (across all stages). Linear regression plotted in orange. (middle) Slope of linear
regressions performed on median poly(A) tail length versus expression level data
across developmental stage. (right) Example locus illustrating relationship between
poly(A) tail length and expression level Y37E3.8b.1 is lower expressed than Y37E3.8a
with a longer poly(A) tail length distribution (D) (left, middle) As in the left and
middle panels of (C), but instead plotting median poly(A) tail length versus the log
of the 3’UTR length. (right) Example locus illustrating relationship between 3’UTR
length and poly(A) tail length; par-5 UTR 5 is longer than par-5 UTR 7, and has a
longer poly(A) tail length distribution. (E) Violin plots showing poly(A) tail length




















































































were comparable shifts in our poly(A) tail length distributions, we exam-
ined poly(A) tail lengths across the developmental stages in C. elegans. The
poly(A) tail length distributions display only modest fluctuations, ranging
from median values of 49 nt (L1) to 54 nt (L2) during larval development,
although these shifts were considered to be statistically significant by Kol-
mogorov–Smirnov and Mann–Whitney U tests (Fig. 2.4A). However, length
distribution in all adult stages (young and mature hermaphrodites and males)
are consistently longer than in the larval stages, with a median length of 58 nt
in adults compared to an aggregate median length of 52 nt across all larval
stages (P < 2.2 × 10-16 by Kolmogorov–Smirnov and Mann–Whitney U tests).
These data suggest that the most significant regulation of poly(A) tail lengths
occurs between larval and adult stages during development.
As a means of confirming the validity of our poly(A) tail length profiling
approach, we compared our poly(A) estimates from the L4 stage with previ-
ously published poly(A) measurements from the L4 stage of C. elegans from
mTAILseq (Lima et al., 2017). The length scale distributions of our L4 data and
the Lima et al. data set are quite similar, as both have peaks around 30–40 nt
and extended toward the longer tail length range (Supplemental Fig. S2.6A).
However, we did not identify the shoulder peaks present in the Lima et al.
data set (Lima et al., 2017).
An advantage of profiling poly(A) tail lengths with dRNA-seq versus short-
read sequencing is that poly(A) tail lengths are directly coupled to information
about the splice isoforms and 3’-UTR isoforms of the associated read. This
allows comparisons and correlations between poly(A) tail lengths and aspects
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of transcript structure. One possible driver of differences in poly(A) tail
lengths between reads could be that poly(A) tail length distributions may vary
depending on whether the associated 3’UTR has a canonical PAS site. To test
this possibility, we plotted poly(A) tail length distributions versus PAS type
(i.e., canonical AAUAAA, alternative PAS, and no PAS) for reads from the L1
stage corresponding to isoforms predicted to be coding (based on the CPAT
prediction algorithm [Fig. 2.4B; Wang et al. (2013)]). We find that all PAS
types are significantly different from one another by Kolmogorov–Smirnov
and Mann–Whitney U tests (P < 2.2 × 10-16), and 3’UTRs with no PAS have
longer poly(A) tail lengths, on average, than poly(A) tails associated with
either canonical and alternative PAS, with a median poly(A) tail length of 62
nt for 3’UTRs with no PAS, 46 nt for 3’UTRs with alternative PAS, and 48 nt
for 3’UTRs with canonical PAS.
It has been reported that median poly(A) tail length and expression level
are anticorrelated, such that highly expressed genes generally have shorter
median poly(A) tail lengths (Lima et al. 2017; Legnini et al. 2019). To determine
if this relationship holds in our data sets, we plotted the log of the number of
reads supporting a given isoform versus the median poly(A) tail length for that
isoform for transcripts with 10 or more reads supporting them (Fig. 2.4C, left
panel; Supplemental Fig. S2.6B). A similar inverse correlation between median
poly(A) tail length and number of reads supporting that isoform was observed
in the L1 to L4 stages and when all stages were pooled (Supplemental Fig.
S2.6B). For example, the a isoform of the Y37E3.8 gene (Y37E3.8a) is expressed
much more than the b.1 isoform (Y37E3.8b.1; 13,299 reads vs. 26 reads) and has
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a significantly shorter poly(A) tail length distribution than the b.1 isoform (Fig.
2.4C, right panel). However, this correlation explains only a small fraction of
the overall variation in the data, with the maximum R2 value of 0.1242. In the
adult stages (both males and hermaphrodites), the slope of the regression lines
between median poly(A) tail length and expression level were much shallower,
and the corresponding R2 values were much weaker, with R2 values ranging
from 0.0003 to 0.0122 (Fig. 2.4C, middle panel; Supplemental Fig. S2.6B).
These results suggest that the inverse relationship between poly(A) length
and expression level may vary depending on the developmental stage.
A recent study using FLAM-seq, a Pacific Biosciences (PacBio) sequencing
method that also captures poly(A) tails and fulllength transcripts, demon-
strated that poly(A) tail length and 3’-UTR length were positively correlated
(Legnini et al., 2019). Examining poly(A) tail length and 3’-UTR lengths across
all reads in our data, we also identify this same relationship (Fig. 2.4D, left
panel). For example, the longer par-5 3’-UTR isoform (termed 3’UTR 5; 486
nt) also has a longer poly(A) tail (median length 74 nt) versus the shorter
par-5 3’-UTR isoform (3’UTR 7; 51 nt) with a shorter poly(A) tail length dis-
tribution (median length 45 nt) (Fig. 2.4D, right panel). However, the overall
strength of this relationship also varies between developmental stages, and
the slopes of the regression lines (and the corresponding R2 values) are smaller
in adult stages than in larval stages (Fig. 2.4D, middle panel; Supplemental
Fig. S2.6C).Finally, we examined the poly(A) tail length distributions between
transcripts that are fully spliced versus those with retained introns (Fig. 2.4E).
We previously showed in the human cell line GM12878 that intron retention
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correlates with transcripts with longer poly(A) tails (Workman et al. 2019). In
our C. elegans data sets, we also found a positive correlation between intron
retention and poly(A) tail length distributions by Kolmogorov–Smirnov and
Mann–Whitney U tests, suggesting a conserved mechanism whereby nuclear
transcripts possess longer poly(A) tails and supporting a model proposed by
Lima et al. (2017) in which poly(A) tails may be subject to post-transcriptional
processing by deadenylation once exported into the cytoplasm.
2.4.8 A public resource for full-length isoform information
To make our transcriptome data set accessible to the research community,
we have created a public custom track hub (https://bx.bio.jhu.edu/track-
hubs/dRNAseq/hub.txt). This track hub contains the full-length filtered and
nonfiltered reads from each developmental stage, as well as the full-length iso-
forms supported across all stages at each locus. To ease access to this track hub,
we registered it with the Track Hub Registry (https://trackhubregistry.org).
Users can therefore easily load this track hub in Ensembl based genome
browser (Zerbino et al., 2018) by searching public track hubs for “ce11 staged
dRNAseq”. As a proof of the utility of this track hub, we loaded the track hub
in the Ensembl Genome Browser and searched for lin-14, a gene with a well-
studied 3’UTR that is subject to regulation by the lin-4 microRNA (Wightman
et al., 1991; Lee et al., 1993) but whose 3’UTR is not currently annotated in the
WormBase WS265 annotation (Lee et al., 2018; WormBase web site, 2018). In
our data set, we identified the lin-14 3’UTR, as well as its splice isoforms, in-
cluding multiple novel splice isoforms (Fig. 2.5A, “observed isoforms” track).
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Figure 2.5: The lin-14 (A), or mlp-1 (B) locus in the Ensembl genome browser including
our custom track hub. Blue isoforms are full-length isoforms with an associated 3’UTR
called, red isoforms have no high confidence 3’UTR called. Burgundy isoforms are
protein coding models imported from WormBase.
mlp-1, a gene with multiple splice and 3’-UTR isoforms identified, includ-
ing multiple novel splice isoforms (isoforms 1, 2, 4, 5, and 9 of the observed
isoform track in Fig. 2.5B). These examples highlight possible uses of this




Despite years of study, our understanding of the C. elegans transcriptome
remains incomplete. Although studies have been performed profiling tran-
scription start sites, splicing in both cis and trans, 3’-UTR isoforms, poly(A)
tail lengths, RNA base modifications, and gene and isoform expression levels,
the short read lengths intrinsic to the prevailing technologies have limited
the examination to one or two of these features at a time (Hillier et al., 2009;
Mangone et al., 2010; Jan et al., 2011; Saito et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2015; Lima
et al., 2017; Tourasse et al., 2017; West et al., 2018; Packer et al., 2019). Even
within these data sets, short read lengths and reliance on PCR amplification
eliminate single-molecule resolution and make correlation of distant features
within transcripts impossible. Although our study focuses primarily on splice
isoforms, 3’-UTR isoforms, and poly(A) tail lengths due to current limita-
tions of nanopore sequencing technologies, in principle, modified approaches
to dRNA-seq would be capable of capturing all of the above features at a
single-molecule level.
Nanopore sequencing therefore poses both a unique set of opportunities and
challenges that must be addressed in any analysis pipeline. The dRNA-seq
pipeline FLAIR (full-length alternative isoform analysis of RNA) utilizes a
hybrid sequencing approach in which matched short-read sequencing is used
to correct splice junctions in reads, and reads are clustered together into splice
isoforms if they share a common set of splice junctions (Tang et al., 2018).
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We utilized an approach similar to that used by FLAIR, in which reads are cor-
rected, in our case by an existing annotation, and clustered together by splice
isoform. Our approach differs from FLAIR in several ways, including a series
of filtering steps that reduces the impact of 3’ bias in our reads and allows us
to consider only full-length transcripts. A recent publication examining the
utility of dRNA-seq and cDNA nanopore sequencing to generate transcrip-
tome annotations independently revealed that many nanopore sequencing
reads fail to span the full-length of annotated transcript isoforms, highlighting
the need for analysis pipelines that take the possibility of 5’ truncations into ac-
count in isoform identification (Soneson et al., 2019). Our full-length filtering
approach partially addresses this concern, although, as noted by Soneson and
colleagues, doing so reduces the number of usable reads and likely impacts
the quantitative nature of our data. A possible experimental approach to
solving this problem could involve ligating a set of known nucleotides to the
5’ end of RNA transcripts after a decapping reaction, allowing for selection of
full-length transcripts by filtering for reads flanked by signals corresponding
to a poly(A) tail and the 5’ ligated product. This approach would incidentally
also address the known problem of the 10–15 nt at the 5’ end of each strand
that are unable to be read by nanopore sequencing methods (Workman et al.,
2019).
Also distinguishing our approach from FLAIR is a novel means of calling
3’UTRs used in the generation of transcriptome annotations. We identify
3’-UTR structures with a standard dRNA-seq library preparation protocol,
meaning that, in principle, any dRNA-seq experiment can be used to identify
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3’UTRs using our method. The implications of this are potentially wide-
reaching, as experiments once used for comparative analysis of splice isoforms
between conditions may now also be used in comparative analysis of 3’-UTR
isoforms.
By combining our 3’-UTR and splice isoform calls, we identified over 28,000
full-length transcript isoforms. It is likely that increased depth and additional
sequencing of other developmental stages such as embryos and the stress-
induced dauer stage would further increase the number of genes and isoforms
identified, bringing this data set closer to capturing the theoretical complete
C. elegans transcriptome.
The ability to estimate poly(A) tail lengths for each read is another advantage
of dRNA-seq. Supporting the validity of our poly(A) profiling approach, the
length distribution of the poly(A) tail length estimates we obtain in the L4
stage are quite similar to the distribution in the L4 stage reported by Lima
et al., a study utilizing mTAIL-seq (Lima et al., 2017). Coupling of poly(A)
tail lengths to aspects of 3’-UTR structure and splice isoform allowed us to
identify relationships between putative PAS sites and intron retention tran-
scripts to poly(A) tail lengths. The relationship between PAS sites and poly(A)
tail lengths is a result that indicates there may be differential deposition or
regulation of poly(A) tail length based on the presence or absence of an up-
stream PAS sequence. Longer poly(A) tails in intron retention transcripts
could be indicative of partially processed RNAs retained in the nucleus, as
nuclear RNAs would be shielded from cytoplasmic deadenylation. Neither
of these relationships could have been discovered by short-read sequencing
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of poly(A) tails, demonstrating the efficacy of full-length single-molecule
sequencing.
One discovery of developmentally resolved poly(A) tail length profiling was
the difference in features of poly(A) tail lengths between larval and adult
stages. Overall, poly(A) tail length distributions were longer in adult stages
than in larval stages, and the strength of previously reported correlations
between poly(A) tail lengths and expression level and poly(A) tail lengths and
3’- UTR lengths were weaker in adult stages than larval stages. One possible
explanation for these differences is the development of a functional germline
in adult stages. In hermaphrodites, the cytoplasmic polyadenylases gld-2 and
gld-4 are known to be active in the germline (Suh et al., 2006; Schmid et al.,
2009; Millonigg et al., 2014; Nousch et al., 2017). Given the relative size of
the C. elegans germline, it is possible that activity of such cytoplasmic poly(A)
polymerases may influence global poly(A) tail length distributions.
Finally, we have created a custom track hub for exploration of this data set by
independent researchers. By making this data easily accessible, we hope to
provide C. elegans researchers with information related to their genes of inter-
est, providing a resource to identify what isoforms have full-length support in
any given developmental stage, and across all stages, as well as the structure
of any 3’UTRs that we identify. Given that our data set provides support for
over 7000 isoforms previously lacking full-length support and over 23,000
splice isoforms overall and given that most isoforms have an associated 3’UTR
called, this will be a resource for the C. elegans research community. Overall,
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we have demonstrated the utility of nanopore sequencing in providing sup-
port for full-length transcripts, annotating putative 3’UTRs, and interrogating
poly(A) tail lengths.
2.6 Methods
2.6.1 C. elegans strains, maintenance, and collection
C. elegans N2 worms were grown and maintained under standard laboratory
conditions on NGM plates seeded with Escherichia coli OP50 (Stiernagle, 2006).
Samples for RNA analysis were synchronized by hypochlorite treatment and
overnight hatching in M9 buffer. They were plated as starved L1 diapause
worms at 25°C and staged by pharyngeal pumping. L2, L3, L4, and young
adult (YA) worms were collected ~2 h postlethargus. L1 worms were collected
4 h after plating. Mature adults were collected ~10 h postL4/YA transition.
CB1489 [him-8(e1489)IV] adult males were enriched by filtering through 35-
µm mesh.
2.6.2 RNA extraction
Total RNA isolation was performed using TRI Reagent (Ambion) following the
vendor’s protocol, with the following alterations: Three rounds of freeze/thaw
lysis were conducted prior to the addition of BCP; RNA was precipitated in
isopropanol supplemented with glycogen for 1 h at -80°C; RNA was pelleted
by centrifugation at 4°C for 30 min at 20,000g; the pellet was washed three
times in 70% ethanol; the pellet was resuspended in water.
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2.6.3 Library preparation and sequencing
Approximately 20-µg aliquots of total RNA were diluted to a total volume of
100 µL in nuclease-free water and poly(A)-selected using NEXTflex Poly(A)
Beads (BIOO Scientific, Cat#NOVA-512980). Up to 600 ng of the resulting
poly(A) RNA was separately aliquoted for library generation. Any excess
poly(A)-selected RNA was stored at -80°C. Biological poly(A) RNA and a
synthetic control (Lexogen SIRV Set 3, 2.5 ng) were prepared for nanopore
direct RNA sequencing generally following the Oxford Nanopore Technolo-
gies (ONT) SQK-RNA001 kit protocol, including the optional reverse tran
scription step recommended by ONT. One difference from the standard ONT
protocol was use of SuperScript IV (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for reverse
transcription. RNA sequencing on the GridION platform was performed
using ONT R9.4 flow cells and the standard MinKNOW protocol script
(NC_48Hr_sequencing_FLOMIN106_SQKRNA001).
2.6.4 Preprocessing and alignments
Reads were base-called and trimmed of adapter sequences using Poreplex
version 0.3.1 (running Albacore version 2.3.1) with the following parameters:
-p 24 –trim-adapter –basecall (https://github.com/hyeshik/poreplex). For
each of our samples, reads were aligned to the WBcel235 ce11 genome using
minimap2 version 2.14-r883 (Li, 2018). Genomic alignments were run with
the following parameters: -ax splice -k14 -uf –secondary = no -G 25000 -t 24.
The resulting SAM files were converted to BAM format using SAMtools view
with parameters: -b -F 2048 (Li et al., 2009).
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2.6.5 Read filtering
Our first filtering step involved removing reads aligning to the genome with
large insertions (>20 bp) and large 3’ softclips (>20 bp) that could be the result
of not properly aligning internal or 3’ exons, respectively. This filtering step
ensures that novel isoforms identified in downstream scripts are not false
positives resulting from poor alignments.
Following this, reads were filtered based on their QC tags from the poly(A) esti-
mation module of the program nanopolish (Workman et al., 2019). Reads were
removed from consideration if they had QC tags “READ_FAILED_LOAD”,
“SUFFCLIP”, or “NOREGION”. This was meant to remove reads without a
detectable poly(A) tail signal, to prevent inclusion of reads with truncated 3’
ends.
Next, for the purposes of better identifying 3’-UTR isoforms in downstream
analysis, 3’ soft-clips were realigned using a semiglobal aligner with affine
gap penalties anchored at the 3’ end of the original alignment. This resulted
in more uniform 3’ ends of alignment. The resulting realigned reads were
converted to BED12 format using the BEDTools bamtobed function (version
2.27.1) (Quinlan and Hall, 2010; Quinlan, 2014).
Reads were then filtered to ensure that their 5’ ends reflected a bona fide TSS.
This filter selected for reads with 5’ ends either within -100 to +15 bp of an
annotated 5’ end of a transcript in the WormBase WS265 GFF3 file, within 5’
SAGE, or RNA polymerase II initiation clusters from Saito et al. and Chen
et al., or within 10 bp of a called TSS from the same data (Chen et al., 2013;
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Saito et al., 2013). Note that many of the 5’ ends of transcripts from the WS265
annotation do not reflect the true TSS of the gene but the end of outrons that
are spliced out of the mature transcript at sites of trans splicing. Our approach,
therefore, makes extensive fuse of trans splicing acceptor sites when defining
full-length transcripts.
To account for errors in splice junction alignments, we used the WormBase
WS265 GFF3 annotation to define canonical donor and acceptor splice sites
and assigned each donor and acceptor splice site in our reads to a canonical
splice site. Noncanonical donor and acceptor splice sites in our reads that
fell within 15 bp of a canonical site were assigned to that site. Reads that
contained noncanonical donor and acceptor splice sites that were not within
15 bp of a canonical site were discarded and not considered for the purposes of
defining splice isoforms or UTRs. In addition, reads were thrown out if splice
junctions in that read corresponded to annotated splice junctions from more
than one gene. This allowed us to assign each spliced read to a gene based
on its correspondence to annotated donor and acceptor splice sites. Reads
were assigned to splice isoforms in a similar manner (however, some of these
assignments were ambiguous when two annotated isoforms were comprised
of the same sets of splice junctions). For non-spliced reads, we assigned gene
IDs based on overlap with single exongenes present in the annotation.
Next, we separated reads that had exons that span the full length of any
intron in the annotation that is not fully spanned by an exon in the annotation.
We do this to separately consider intron retention transcripts when defining
putative isoforms, as we believe these reads to be nuclear RNA that has not
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been fully processed, which, if included, would artificially inflate the number
of identified isoforms. Intron retention reads are only considered in analysis
of poly(A) tail length distributions, in the comparison of poly(A) tail length
distributions in fully spliced versus intron retention transcripts, and as a
separately reported track in our custom Track Hub.
Finally, we implemented a filter to ensure we could be highly confident in
our 3’ ends. This filter first keeps all reads that overlap with an annotated
stop codon (extracted from the WormBase WS265 GFF3 annotation file into a
stop_codons.bed file) (as determined using BEDTools intersect with the flags
-u -s -split) (Lee et al., 2018; WormBase web site, 2018). Of the reads that do
not overlap with an annotated stop codon, we search the 3’ end of the read
for a putative canonical or alternative PAS, and we perform open reading
frame predictions to determine if the read has a predicted open reading frame
with a defined start and stop codon. If the read has both a putative PAS and
a putative ORF, the read is kept; otherwise, the read is not considered in
downstream analyses.
Reads were excluded from consideration in 3’-UTR calling (but not splice
isoform calling) if their original minimap2 alignments had 3’ softclips larger
than 10-nt long. This exclusion prevented reads with 3’ ends that failed to
align well from being considered and reduced the variation in considered 3’
alignment ends significantly.
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2.6.6 Splice isoform identification
After the intron retention filter and before our 3’ filter, we extracted the se-
quences from the ce11 WBcel235 genome corresponding to each aligned read
using the getfasta function of the program BEDTools with the following flags:
-s -split -bedOut (Quinlan, 2014). After completing the 3’ filtering step, we
then clustered reads (and their associated sequences) together into putative
isoforms if the reads shared a common set of splice junctions. This resulted in
reads clustered by splice isoform. For each of these sets of reads corresponding
to splice isoforms, we selected the longest read. From this read, we extracted
information about the isoform including putative coding sequence by identify-
ing the longest open reading frame (with both start and stop codons) present
in the read’s associated sequence. This allowed us to define putative start and
stop codons.
Splice isoforms were called as novel if they contained a set of splice junctions
not previously annotated in the reference. To deal with the possibility of 5’
truncated reads artificially inflating our novel isoform counts, we considered
all possible 5’ truncations of previously annotated transcripts in the WormBase
WS265 annotation file when defining our reference.
2.6.7 Generating an Illumina-based transcriptome
annotation with StringTie2
We utilized Illumina RNA-seq reads from across C. elegans development
(namely L1–L4, young adult, mature adults, and males) (for accession num-
bers, see Supplemental Table S2.6). These libraries were generated by the
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modENCODE Project (Hillier et al., 2009), a previous publication from our
laboratory (Weiser et al., 2017), and Albritton et al. (2014). Reads were aligned
to the genome using HISAT2 (Kim et al., 2015) with the –dta flag. The resulting
SAM alignments were converted to BAM format using SAMtools (Li et al.,
2009)and provided as input into StringTie2 version 2.0 (Kovaka et al., 2019).
StringTie2 was run with the WormBase WS265 GFF3 annotation file provided
to guide assembly.
2.6.8 3’-UTR calling
To identify putative 3’UTRs, reads were first grouped by their putative stop
codons and any splice junctions that occurred downstream from that stop
codon. For each read in each of these groups, the 3’-most base in their align-
ment was extracted. These end positions were then used to generate a Gaus-
sian kernel density estimate (using the Python package Seaborn, version 0.9.0
kdeplot function with a specified kernel width of 10). Local maxima in this
kernel density estimate were identified and reported as a putative 3’-UTR
cleavage site if there were at least three read end positions within 10 bp of that
local maxima. Reads were assigned to a given 3’UTR if that UTR’s putative
cleavage site was the closest UTR cleavage site to the end position of the read
and if the end position of the read and the putative cleavage site were within
10 bp of each other.
2.6.9 Poly(A) tail length estimation
Poly(A) tail lengths were estimated from raw signal for each read using
the poly(A) estimation function of the program nanopolish (version 0.10.2)
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(Workman et al., 2019). Poly(A) tail length estimates were only considered if
the QC tag reported by nanopolish was PASS. Poly(A) tail length estimates
were grouped by gene and isoform using the gene and isoform assignments
for each read derived from comparison of genomic alignments with the splice
junctions in the WormBase WS265 GFF3 reference.
2.6.10 Calculating coverage for the metagene plot
To generate the metagene plot displayed in Figure 2.1B, we calculated coverage
across every gene (as defined by the ce11 WS245 WormBase .gtf annotation file
converted to BED format) using the BEDTools coverage function (Quinlan and
Hall, 2010; Lee et al., 2018). We then summed these coverage values together
and normalized the resulting values by dividing each value by the sum of
all the coverage values. Gene sizes were scaled such that the size of the gene
body and the UTRs were always the same.
2.6.11 Determining full-length support from WormBase an-
notations
A WormBase splice isoform was said to have full-length support if every one
of its introns in the WS265 annotation GFF3 was annotated to have support
from the same EST or the same cDNA (Lee et al., 2018; WormBase web site,
2018). This restricted our analysis to only consider isoforms that were anno-
tated as having introns and excluded single exon genes and genes without
introns annotated in the GFF3 annotation file (which includes all noncod-
ing RNAs). To account for this, when comparing the number of genes and
isoforms we support to the number of genes and isoforms with full-length
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support in WormBase, we only considered splice isoforms from our data set
that corresponded to an isoform from the restricted WormBase isoform set.
Annotated isoforms that lack support from full-length sequencing may still
represent bona fide full-length transcripts whose annotation was derived with
the aid of some degree of inference. However, without such empirical se-
quencing evidence, we cannot be completely confident in calling it a validated
full-length transcript (see Supplemental Material for more details).
2.6.12 Predicting coding potential with CPAT
We utilized CPAT (Coding-Potential Assessment Tool) to determine the num-
ber of splice isoforms we identify that are predicted to be coding, as well as
to filter for reads from isoforms predicted to be coding in Figure 2.4B (Wang
et al., 2013). To train this algorithm on the C. elegans transcriptome, we
utilized three files from the WS265 WormBase annotation ftp site (Lee et al.,
2018; WormBase web site, 2018), the FASTA file describing CDS transcripts,
the FASTA file describing mRNA transcripts, and the FASTA file describing
ncRNA transcripts. We first converted all Us in the ncRNA FASTAs to Ts
using sed ‘s/U/T/g’, and then used the ncRNA FASTA and the CDS FASTA
in the CPAT script make_hexamer_tab.py to generate a file of hexamer counts
in noncoding and coding RNA in C elegans. We then ran the CPAT script
make_logitModel.py using the mRNA FASTA file, the ncRNA FASTA file,
and the hexamer count file generated by make_hexamer_tab.py. We used
the resulting model as into cpat.py, along with the extracted sequences from
each of our splice isoforms, to generate a coding potential prediction for each
splice isoform we identify. We used a threshold of 0.5 as our cutoff between
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noncoding and coding isoforms.
2.6.13 3’-UTR comparisons
We compared our 3’UTRs to the 3’UTRs identified in Jan et al. (Jan et al.,
2011) and Mangone et al. (Mangone et al., 2010) using a custom script,
compareUTRdatasets.py (available on the GitHub for this project https:
//github.com/NatPRoach/c_elegans_dRNAseq_analysis and as Supplemen-
tal Code), that required putative stop codons match identically but allowed
for a 10-bp tolerance in putative 3’UTR end positions (Mangone et al., 2010;
Jan et al., 2011). Since previous studies examining 3’UTRs would be unable to
identify splicing structure within the 3’UTR, we considered only the chromo-
some, start, stop, and strand of our 3’UTRs when comparing the number and
overlap of 3’UTRs in our data set with these previous data sets. Collapsing
the data in this way very slightly reduces the number of unique 3’UTRs in
our data set, hence the slight discrepancy between the number of 3’UTRs
accounted for in Figure 2.3, A and B, and the number of 3’UTRs reported in
Supplemental Table S2.3. We identified novel 3’UTRs in a similar manner but
also added consideration of WormBase annotated 3’UTRs.
2.6.14 Calling PAS sites
We identified PAS sites in a method similar to that used by Mangone et al.,
in which we searched the 60 nt upstream of the putative cleavage site for
putative PAS hexamers (Mangone et al., 2010). Rather than recalculating the
frequency of putative PAS hexamers upstream of our putative cleavage sites,
we used the PAS hexamers specified in Supplemental Table 5 of Mangone
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et al. (2010) and searched for these hexamers in the order they appear in that
table. Once a putative PAS site was identified, the UTR was assigned that PAS
hexamer. If the 3’UTR had none of the hexamers present in the table in its
upstream sequence, the UTR was said to have no PAS. Plotting PAS nucleotide
distributions To plot the nucleotide distribution around a given type of PAS
site, we first sorted sequences by their PAS type. For canonical and alternative
PAS sites, nucleotide distributions were anchored such that the PAS site began
at 19 nt. The percentage of use of each base at each position in a window
around the PAS site was then calculated. For UTRs with no PAS identified,
the nucleotide distribution was calculated such that the putative cleavage site
was at position 0.
2.7 Data access
All raw and processed sequencing data generated in this study have been
submitted to the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA; https://www.ebi.ac.
uk/ena) under accession number PRJEB31791. The code required to replicate
the analyses performed in this paper is available as Supplemental Code, as
well as on GitHub at https://github.com/NatPRoach/c_elegans_dRNAseq_
analysis.
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2.11.1.1 Regarding identification of trans splice sites with dRNA-seq
Splicing in trans is a common RNA processing event in C. elegans, and identi-
fying trans splice sites would in theory be one way of identifying full-length
RNA transcripts. Though it is possible to identify putative splice leader
sequences at the 5’ end of transcripts with direct RNA sequencing, it is an
extremely challenging and error prone task for the technology. To start, the last
10 - 15 bases at the 5’ end of each transcript are not read by the sequencer. This
means, in the best case scenario, only the 12 of the 3’ most nts of the 22nt splice
leader will be registered. In addition, the error rate of nanopore sequencing
ranges between 10 - 15%, and as stated in the main text, in our sequencing
experiments averaged at around 14%. This means that, on average, there
will be at least one error in those 12 bases. These errors are predominantly
insertions and deletions, error types that are essentially not considered in
the logic of motif finding and motif matching approaches. All of this con-
tributes to the difficulty of accurately determining if transcripts contain 5’ SL
sequences. Thus, although one could likely identify true positive transcripts
trans spliced to SL sequences, the lack of a matching motif does not necessarily
imply the lack of trans splicing of that isoform, as the truncated 5’ ends and
the high error rate ensures that many genuinely trans spliced transcripts will
not be identified by motif searching approaches. As such, we opted not to
characterize trans splicing in this manuscript.
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2.11.1.2 Regarding the “full-length” status of transcripts in the annota-
tion
It should be noted that most existing annotation isoforms are likely “full-
length” in that they likely represent full-length transcripts that can be ex-
pressed by the organism. However, most of these isoforms are assembled
using some amount of inference because the sequencing reads used to support
those isoforms are not full-length. As such, though annotation approaches
have inferred that these transcripts could be expressed, for many of the an-
notation isoforms there is no definitive evidence that the full-length isoform
is expressed. The best short-read transcriptome assemblers can do to pro-
vide support for individual isoforms longer than their read length is infer
(using imperfect algorithms) which exons are spliced together in the same iso-
forms. This is a fundamental problem with short read transcriptome assembly
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extractUTRs.py
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Figure S2.1: (A) Flowchart of analysis pipeline and read filtering used in this study.
Percentages indicate the number of aligned reads retained up to that filtering step.
File types after each step included in parenthesis.
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Figure S2.2 (following page): (A) TapeStation traces showing length distribution of
poly(A) selected RNA from each of the developmental stages sequenced. (B) Expected
fluorescence distribution of reads obtained from dRNAseq of each developmental
stage before and after filtering steps were applied.
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Figure S2.3: Histograms comparing isoform length densities at high lengths (A)
Comparison of length distributions of isoforms present in the WormBase WS265
annotation, and splice isoforms identified by this study displayed as a density plot (B)
As in A, comparison of length distribution of isoforms assembled by StringTie2 using
Illumina based RNA-seq from across C elegans development, and splice isoforms
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Figure S2.4: (A) Saturation plot showing the number of full-length isoforms with
support from one or more reads versus the number of reads considered, separated by
stage. (B) As in (A), but with all stages combined.
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Figure S2.5: Evidence supporting the validity of our identified 3’UTRs. Offsets
of identified PAS sites from the putative cleavage site for canonical (A) and non-
canonical (B) PAS sites. (C) Percent of UTRs with specified PAS site type that overlap
with a Mangone et al. 3’UTR. (D) Nucleotide distribution in a window around
putative cleavage sites for 3’UTRs that overlap with a Mangone 3’UTR and do not
have a PAS site identified. This distribution is different than the published distribution
of no PAS Mangone 3’UTRs in general (Mangone et al. 2010)
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Figure S2.6: (A) Comparison of poly(A) tail length distributions between reads from
our L4 stage dataset and Lima et al. (Lima et al. 2017). Density plots including linear
regressions (orange line) of median poly(A) tail length versus expression level (B) or
3’UTR length (C), separated by stage. Parenthesis indicate 95% confidence intervals
for R2 values. P-values calculated on Pearson correlation coefficients.
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2.11.3 Supplemental Tables
Table S2.1: Quality control metrics for dRNA-seq samples, provided as a supplemen-
tal .xlsx file to this document
Table S2.2: Filtering statistics for dRNA-seq samples, provided as a supplemental
.xlsx file to this document
Table S2.3: Isoform statistics for dRNA-seq samples, provided as a supplemental
.xlsx file to this document
Stage Genes with significant









Table S2.4: Number of genes with correlations between 3’UTR and splice isoforms
for each sequenced stage
Table S2.5: List of splice isoforms predicted to be non-coding, provided as a supple-
mental .csv file to this document
Table S2.6: Accession numbers and citations for Illumina data used in this study,
provided as a supplemental .xlsx file to this document
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3.2 Author Contributions
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Reconstructing the transcriptome from RNA sequencing reads is a challenging
problem, especially when no high quality reference genome is available. Short
read sequencing technologies, though accurate, cannot reliably reconstruct
full-length transcripts due to the highly complex nature of the transcriptome
with large gene families, widespread alternative splicing, and highly variable
expression and coverage per transcript. Meanwhile, single molecule long
read sequencing, though capable of producing much longer reads, is highly
error prone, and attempts to reconstruct full-length transcripts with these
technologies typically contain errors.
Here, we present a novel open-source transcriptome assembler, CONDUIT
(https://github.com/NatPRoach/conduit), which uses single molecule long
read RNA sequencing to generate scaffolded splice graphs independent of
a reference genome. It then pseudomaps short-read RNA sequencing reads
to isoforms extracted from the scaffolded splice graph, polishes these splice
graphs using both short and long read data, and outputs consensus isoforms
extracted from these splice graphs. We show that CONDUIT produces highly
accurate consensus isoforms, completely independent of a reference genome
in several model systems and in a novel pathogenic yeast system. The isoforms
assembled from sequencing data from the C. elegans L4 stage had a 99.9% me-
dian percent reference identity, of which 64.1% had perfect intron chain level
correspondence to an isoform annotated in the ce11 transcriptome annotation,
and 67.1% of in silico predicted protein products perfectly corresponded to a C.
elegans protein annotated in Uniprot. Moreover, CONDUIT was more accurate
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at predicting proteins in a reference-free manner than existing reference-free
transcriptome assemblers RATTLE, Trinity, and rnaSPAdes, and the long-read
transcription-aware RNA-seq correction tool TALC, and in some scenarios
outcompeted the ab initio transcriptome assembly method StringTie2. For
example, in the pathogenic yeast Candida nivariensis, an organism without a
high quality reference genome, 91% of CONDUIT protein predictions and
77.1% of StringTie2 predictions matched with an annotated protein from the
closely related species Candida glabrata in a BLASTP search.
3.4 Introduction
RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) is an indispensable tool for the purposes of
annotating the complete set of RNA products produced by an organism
(i.e. the transcriptome) (Stark et al., 2019). Standard RNA-seq protocols
are broadly useful for the assembly of transcriptomes, and for quantifying
RNA products thereby allowing for differential expression analysis between
sequencing samples, while more specialized RNA-seq protocols have been
used to annotate 3-prime untranslated region structures, transcription start
sites, poly(A) tail lengths, and much more (Mangone et al., 2010; Jan et al.,
2011; Saito et al., 2013; Lima et al., 2017).
Transcriptome assemblers broadly fall into one of two classes, de novo as-
semblers and ab initio assemblers. De novo assembly involves reconstructing
the transcriptome independent of a reference genome sequence, and ab initio
assembly relies on a genome sequence to improve transcriptome assembly
and annotation. While ab initio methods rely on alignment of RNA-seq reads
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to the reference genome in order to define transcript structure in relation to
the genome sequence, de novo methods need a means of grouping reads that
originate from the same gene in order to determine the isoforms expressed
at that gene. The approaches used for such grouping differs depending on
whether the method integrates short reads, long reads, or both.
Short read RNA sequencing generates sequencing reads typically around 75
- 150 nt long with low error rates. These short reads are incapable of span-
ning the full length of most RNA transcripts, and therefore construction of
transcriptomes through short read RNA-seq relies on some level of inference,
and computational methods for reconstructing putative full-length isoforms
post-hoc. In the case of de novo reference-free transcriptome assembly, such
as produced by the Trinity transcriptome assembler, this involves the gener-
ation and resolution of weighted De Bruijn graphs (in theory one per gene)
(Grabherr et al., 2011). However, the repetitive nature of transcriptomes often
results in excessive branching and complex cycles in these De Bruijn graphs
leading to erroneously reconstructed transcripts. As such, when high quality
reference genomes are available ab initio methods for transcriptome assembly
such as StringTie2 are often preferred (Kovaka et al., 2019).
Long read RNA-seq, such as produced through Oxford Nanopore Technolo-
gies (ONT) or Pacific Biosciences (PacBio) sequencing platforms on the other
hand have significantly longer read lengths such that these reads are capable
of spanning the full length of RNA-transcripts. These long read lengths allow
for the annotation of transcript isoforms without the need to computation-
ally reconstruct these isoforms. However, the utility of PacBio sequencing in
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transcriptome annotation and assembly is currently limited by its relatively
low throughput, and relatively high cost per base sequenced. In addition,
both PacBio and ONT based long read RNA-seq has a higher error rate than
short read RNA-seq (10 - 15 % for raw PacBio data and anywhere from 5 - 15%
for ONT data depending on the pore chemistry and basecalling model used)
(Weirather et al., 2017; Rang et al., 2018; Wick et al., 2019; Laver et al., 2015). It
has been shown, however, that consensus sequences (generated by reading
the same sequence multiple times by the sequencer) have substantially lower
error rates than raw reads in both PacBio and ONT sequencing (Wenger et al.,
2019; Volden et al., 2018).
The high error rates associated with long read RNA-seq introduce unique
challenges to transcriptome assembly with these technologies. These errors,
enriched in insertions and deletions relative to the reference lead to errors
in alignment and therefore errors in the resulting intron chains often used to
define isoforms. Various ab initio transcriptome assembly methods for long
read RNA-seq have been generated, most filtering reported splice junctions
based on some form of external validation, relying on a high quality existing
transcriptome annotation, paired Illumina RNA-seq data, or both (Tang et al.,
2018; Wyman et al., 2019; Kovaka et al., 2019). The RATTLE transcriptome
assembler (de la Rubia et al. 2020), in contrast, generates de novo, reference-
free, transcriptome assemblies using long read PacBio or ONT RNA-seq alone.
However, the error rates of these single molecule long read technologies are
often too high to reconstruct transcripts perfectly, such that there are no errors
in the transcripts.
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By leveraging the strengths and mitigating the weaknesses of both long and
short read sequencing one should in principle generate results more accurate
than can be attained with either technology individually. Several tools have
been generated for the purposes of utilizing short read sequences to correct
long reads prior to alignment. However, most long read correction tools
are not designed for use with RNA-seq reads, with the notable exception of
TALC (Transcription Aware Long-read Correction) (Broseus et al., 2020). In
addition, it is worth noting that for such long-read correction tools alignment
to a reference genome is still required for the purposes of defining transcript
structure and the relationship between isoforms. The SPAdes assembly algo-
rithm recently released an update that generates hybrid de novo transcriptome
assemblies by generating de Bruijn graphs, aligning long reads to these graphs,
and using these alignments to determine the paths taken through the graph
(Prjibelski et al., 2020). This rnaSPAdes approach is currently the only tool
explicitly designed for reference genome independent transcriptome assembly
that integrates both short and long read data to leverage the strengths of each
technology in tandem.
Here we present CONDUIT (CONsensus Decomposition Utility In
Transcriptome-assembly), an open-source transcriptome assembler that uses
long read RNA-seq data clustered by their gene of origin and correspond-
ing short read RNA-seq data to generate representative consensus isoforms
independent of a reference genome (Figure 3.1 & 3.2). This long and short
read hybrid de novo transcriptome assembler generates highly accurate iso-
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Figure 3.1: Overview of CONDUIT. Long read scaffolds are used to generate putative
representative isoforms. The resulting splice graph defining these isoforms and
their relationship to one another are then polished with short read RNA-seq data,
the representative isoforms are extracted, and this process is repeated for several
iterations.
and the strengths of short reads to polish away errors in the long read scaf-
folds. Once polished representative isoforms are generated properties of these
highly accurate isoforms, such as in silico predicted protein products, can be
determined.
3.5 Results
3.5.1 CONDUIT Algorithm Overview
CONDUIT requires as input long read RNA-seq reads clustered at the gene
level and corresponding short read RNA sequencing data. Broadly, CONDUIT
first extracts putative representative isoforms from the long read RNA-seq
clusters, and polishes these isoforms for several iterations using short read
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RNA-seq (Figure 3.1).
To accomplish this analysis, CONDUIT first compares the reads in each
gene cluster to one another using poaV2 (https://github.com/tanghaibao/
bio-pipeline/tree/master/poaV2), an implementation of the partial order
alignment algorithm resulting in a Partial Order Graph data 3.2A) (Lee et al.,
2002). The partial order graph representation of these alignments is then
pruned in a manner such that reads that differ from one another by greater
than some number (Ψ) of continuous nucleotides (default 35) are treated as
different isoforms, while regions that differ from one another by less than Ψnt
are “corrected” to reflect a consensus sequence (see Methods, Section 3.7.5 for
detailed description of pruning approach). Once the partial order graph is
pruned, representative isoforms are extracted from it in a manner similar to
how isoforms are extracted from splice graphs by StringTie (Pertea et al., 2015;
Kovaka et al., 2019).
Illumina reads are then aligned to these representative isoforms by Bowtie2,
and the partial order graph of the representative isoforms is calculated (Figure
3.2B) (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012). The known path through the graph
taken by each representative isoform and the known location of Illumina
Figure 3.2 (following page): Implementation details of CONDUIT. (A) Gene clusters
are used to generate partial order graphs. These graphs are then pruned to remove
putative errors, and representative isoforms are extracted from the graph. (B) Repre-
sentative isoforms are used to construct splice graphs using partial order alignment,
and Bowtie2 is used to align short read data to these representative isoforms. These
pieces of information are combined to relate Illumina reads to locations in the splice
graph. The splice graph is modified to reflect Illumina data, the graph is pruned to
remove putative errors, and the representative isoforms from the graph are extracted.
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alignments in each representative isoform is combined to determine the lo-
cation within the partial order graph supported by the Illumina reads. The
graph is modified to reflect this Illumina support, adding new nodes and
new edges where the Illumina reads contain insertions, mismatches, and
deletions relative to the representative isoforms, and updating the weights of
the partial order graph to reflect the Illumina supported edges through the
graph. The graph is then pruned and representative isoforms are extracted in
the same manner as before. This process of polishing, pruning, and isoform
extraction is repeated several times (default: 5) resulting in highly accurate
consensus transcript sequences. After these repeated rounds of graph based
polishing, a final round of polishing is performed, this time using a linear
polishing approach in which each isoform is polished separately. When run
in stringent mode (on by default) CONDUIT then filters the isoforms that
get reported for only those isoforms supported by short read data in every
internal position (see Methods). This iterative polishing and stringent filter
substantially improves correspondence of extracted isoforms to the reference
genome (Supplemental Figure S3.1, Supplemental Table S3.1)
3.5.2 Performance with Model Organisms
In order to evaluate the efficacy of CONDUIT in reconstructing transcriptomes
independently of a reference genome using short and long read RNA-seq data
we made use of several existing RNA-seq datasets, summarized in Supplemen-
tal Table 2. These datasets were collected in organisms with well annotated
genomes and transcriptomes such that we could compare the reconstructed
transcriptome with that of the annotation. Overall the datasets with high
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quality reference genomes evaluated include: 1-7) Caenorhabditis elegans data
collected from stages of continuous hermaphroditic development and adult
males (Roach et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2019; Albritton et al., 2014; Niu et al.,
2020; Xu et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2019) 8) data from the GM12878 human
B-lymphocyte cell line (Workman et al., 2019; Tilgner et al., 2014). In addition
to evaluating datasets with high quality reference genomes, we also utilized
direct RNA-seq (dRNA-seq) data and Illumina short read RNA-seq from Can-
dida nivariensis, a pathogenic yeast with no previously published annotated
reference genome (see below).
We focused on four principle metrics for evaluating CONDUIT in samples
with a high quality reference genome: 1) runtime 2) percent reference identity
upon alignment to the reference genome 3) intron chain level precision / recall
relative to the transcriptome annotation and 4) predicted protein sequence
level precision / recall relative to the annotation.
We compared CONDUIT’s performance with that of five other tools: the Trin-
ity de novo transcriptome assembler designed for short read RNA sequencing
data, the RATTLE de novo transcriptome assembler designed for long read
RNA sequencing data, the rnaSPAdes de novo hybrid transcriptome assem-
bler, the TALC error correction tool designed for hybrid correction of long
reads using short read sequencing, and the StringTie2 ab initio transcriptome
assembler.
The first metric we evaluated for each de novo assembly tool was the runtime
from raw data to the final output of each tool on the C. elegans L4 data (Figure
3.3A). Since CONDUIT requires reads partitioned into gene level clusters we
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included in the runtime calculations for CONDUIT the runtime of RATTLE
gene level clustering. Comparably, we included the runtime of Jellyfish k-mer
counting necessary to run TALC in the calculations of TALC’s runtime.
As can be seen in Figure 3.3A, all tools complete within 100 to 450 minutes.
CONDUIT runs on the C. elegans L4 datasets in 7 hours 4 minutes when using
40 threads on a Dell PowerEdge R930 with 4x Intel Xeon E7-4850 v3 @ 2.20
GHz CPUs (56 cores, 112 threads total), and 1,536 Gb of RAM. This runtime
is longer relative to existing tools RATTLE, Trinity, TALC, and rnaSPAdes as
expected given the relatively long time required to preprocess reads into gene
level clusters, and the integration of both short and long read data involving
several rounds of short read alignment to long read scaffolds. Notably, TALC
ran the fastest, which is expected given that TALC is designed for long read
correction not de novo transcriptome assembly, and therefore corrects at the
individual read level and does not require gene level clustering or partial
order alignment of reads corresponding to the same gene or isoform, a compu-
tationally expensive step utilized by RATTLE and CONDUIT. The next metric
each tool was evaluated on was the percent reference identity of extracted
isoforms for the real C. elegans L4 dataset (Figure 3.3B). This metric reflects the
nucleotide level correspondence to the ce11 reference genome upon alignment
of extracted isoforms as calculated by the NanoComp software (De Coster
et al., 2018). Note that NanoComp doesn’t consider soft-clipped bases in
its calculation of percent reference identity, so isoforms with large soft-clips
can still be considered perfect matches to the reference genome using this
















Figure 3.3: Timing and identity benchmarking of CONDUIT. (A) Real time taken
for preprocessing and runtime for various tools running on the C. elegans L4 dataset
running on 40 threads. (B) Percent reference identity metric of extracted isoforms
from various tools upon alignment to the ce11 reference genome.
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for each tool evaluated is summarized in Supplemental Table 2. As can be
seen, CONDUIT produces isoforms with a high degree of correspondence
to the reference genome (median 99.9%), with a comparable degree of per-
cent reference identity to Trinity and rnaSPAdes (median 100% for both), and
a greater percent reference identity than RATTLE based assembly (median
91.6%) and TALC based correction (median 98.7%). Indeed in the C. elegans
L4 dataset 29.6% of CONDUIT called isoforms exactly matched the reference
genome at the nucleotide level according to the “NM” tags reported in the
BAM alignments, compared with 40.8% for Trinity, 45.5% for rnaSPAdes, 0%
for RATTLE, and 8.1% for TALC.
We next evaluated the precision and recall of intron chains identified from
each algorithm, as calculated by GFFcompare (Figure 3.4A) (Pertea and Pertea,
2020). As can be seen, CONDUIT run with default settings is competitive with
RATTLE at improving intron chain precision / recall, and outcompetes Trinity,
TALC, and rnaSPAdes in intron chain precision (though has lower recall). In
the L4 dataset CONDUIT outperforms the ab initio method StringTie2 in intron
chain precision as well, though this is not the case in the Male dataset. CON-
DUIT reports the number of individual long-reads that contributed to each
representative isoform, allowing users to filter for representative isoforms
with a desired level of long read support. When CONDUIT output is filtered
to include representative isoforms with 5 or more reads, the corresponding
intron chain level precision dramatically improves > 20% in all C. elegans
datasets, although this causes the recall to drop substantially in several C.
elegans datasets. When filtered in this manner CONDUIT has higher precision
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than all other tools evaluated in every C. elegans stage S3.2. When transcript
sequences are sufficiently accurate they can be used to predict the protein
produced by that transcript by searching for the longest open reading frame
in the transcript and translating that ORF in silico. To evaluate the utility
of CONDUIT in generating transcripts capable of being used to predict the
proteome of an organism de novo we generated such predictions and evalu-
ated these predictions relative to annotated proteomes. Using the annotated
proteome as a truth set we then determined precision and recall of protein
predictions for each tool evaluated (Figure 3.4B). As can be seen CONDUIT
outperforms existing de novo assembly tools in one or both metrics for every
C. elegans dataset evaluated, though it is outcompeted in both metrics by the
ab initio method StringTie2 in several datasets. When C. elegans isoforms are
filtered for isoforms with 5 or more reads supporting them the precision of
these predictions is even higher (87.8% in the L4 stage).
Upon aligning CONDUIT C. elegans transcriptome assemblies to the ce11
genome using minimap2 and comparing these assemblies to the reference
using GFFcompare we find thousands of novel intron chains not previously
included in the annotation ( Figure 3.5) (Li, 2018; Pertea and Pertea, 2020).
Due to the 3’ bias present in ONT sequencing, it is possible that some of these
"novel" intron chains are due to 5’ truncations in sequencing. Supporting this
possibility, in the L3 stage of C. elegans 2,223 of the novel intron chains were
classed by GFFcompare as "contained in reference," meaning they contained a
set of introns consistent with a transcript in the reference but did not match













































































































Figure 3.4: Precision and recall of (A) intron chains and (B) predicted protein products
for C. elegans L4 and Males for each tool evaluated.
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result of identifying novel introns (Figure 3.5B) and novel exons (Figure 3.5C),
suggesting CONDUIT is a useful tool for expanding out understanding of the
transcriptome through identifying novel exons and introns.
We also evaluated intron chain level (Figure 3.6A) and protein prediction
level (Figure 3.6B) precision / recall in data collected from the human B-
lymphocyte cell line GM12878 (Workman et al., 2019). Notably we did not
use the full dRNA-seq dataset available from this work as the runtimes for
a dataset consisting of 30 flowcells worth of dRNA-seq was prohibitively
long; we instead opted to use the data produced by a single flowcell from
this dataset. Similar to the C. elegans datasets the GM12878 intron chain
level precision / recall shows CONDUIT’s raw output being less precise than
RATTLE and StringTie2 under default settings, but filtering for transcripts
with more than 5 reads brings CONDUIT to intron chain precision levels
rivaling that of StringTie2 and outcompeting RATTLE, (at the expense of some
recall). Protein prediction precision / recall in GM12878 shows that CONDUIT
by default outcompetes all de novo assembly methods in precision. Recall
levels were low for every tool evaluated, likely due to using the entire human
transcriptome annotation and proteome as a truth set, when only a subset of
the transcriptome and proteome is likely to be expressed in GM12878.
3.5.3 De novo transcriptome assembly of C. nivariensis
Finally, to show the efficacy of CONDUIT in assembling transcriptomes in the
absence of a reference genome, we assembled the transcriptome of Candida




























































Figure 3.5: Precision and recall of (A) intron chains and (B) predicted protein products



















































































Figure 3.6: Precision and recall of (A) intron chains and (B) predicted protein products
for GM12878 data for each tool evaluated.
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ONT based dRNA-seq and corresponding paired-end Illumina RNA-seq. In
total CONDUIT generated 17,856 putative isoforms from 5,941 genes with
Illumina data supporting every internal base in each isoform (with 100 nt of
tolerance at the 5’ and 3’ end of the isoform). This is a higher ratio of putative
isoforms to putative genes than one would expect from a yeast closely related
to Candida glabrata, a species in which there is very little splicing and the
ratio of genes to isoforms is close to 1:1 (Linde et al., 2015). Thus many of
the isoforms produced in the Candida nivariensis data may be erroneous or
redundant. Of these putative isoforms 6,941 contained open reading frames
longer than 75 amino acids. 233 of these ORF did not match any protein
annotated in Candida glabrata according to a BLASTP (protein BLAST) search
of the predicted proteins against the Candida glabrata proteome with an E-value
threshold of 1e-10 (Altschul et al., 1997; Schäffer et al., 2001). Candida glabrata is
the most closely related species to Candida nivariensis with a known reference
genome, therefore these 233 ORFs likely reflect either errors generated by
CONDUIT or newly evolved proteins in Candida nivariensis (Alcoba-Flórez
et al., 2005).
As an example of the utility of reference-free protein prediction we looked
at a nivariensis protein match to the glabrata gene PDR13, a gene predicted
to be involved in pleiotropic drug resistance. Notably this gene appears to
be highly conserved between these two species, retaining 90% amino acid
sequence identity and containing no insertions or deletions relative to the
glabrata gene, suggesting an important functional role for this protein (Supple-









































Figure 3.7: (A) Precision and recall of predicted protein products for Candida nivarien-
sis data as determined by BLASTP matches against the Candida glabrata proteome for
each tool evaluated.
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compared with other methods for assembling transcriptomes, we compared
the CONDUIT assembly with assemblies generated from de novo methods
rnaSPAdes, RATTLE, and Trinity, and the ab initio method StringTie2. To
generate the StringTie2 assembly we made use of a draft reference genome
for Candida nivariensis produced by ONT and Illumina sequencing, assembled
with canu under default settings (with the genomeSize parameter set to 12m)
(Koren et al., 2017). ONT and Illumina data were aligned to this reference
genome using minimap2 and HISAT2 respectively, and these alignments were
used to generate a StringTie2 assembly (see Methods) (Li, 2018; Kim et al.,
2015; Kovaka et al., 2019). To evaluate these assembled transcriptomes we
again made use of precision recall of predicted protein products, this time
using the Candida glabrata proteome as a truth set and identifying matches by
performing a BLASTP search using only the glabrata proteome as the target
database and the predicted proteins as a query. Matches with an E-value of
less than 1e-10 were used to calculate precision and recall. Since multiple pre-
dicted proteins can match the same glabrata protein we used two definitions
of true positives. When calculating precision true positives were defined as
the number of predicted proteins that matched a glabrata protein, and when
calculating recall true positives were defined as the number of glabrata proteins
that were matched. Predictions were called false positives if they matched
no glabrata protein, and glabrata proteins were called false negatives if no pre-
dicted protein matched with them. Using this approach, CONDUIT obtained
the highest precision and recall of the tools evaluated, 91% and 44.4% respec-
tively (Figure 3.7). Precision was improved to over 96% when representative
isoforms were filtered to include only those isoforms with 5 or more reads
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supporting them. CONDUIT also outperformed StringTie2 in these metrics
for Candida nivariensis, seemingly in part due to the fact that the reference
genome used to generate protein predictions for StringTie2 alignments still
contains a number of indels within gene regions, based on Illumina RNA-seq
data aligned to the reference genome (Supplemental Figure S3.5).
3.6 Discussion
Here we have demonstrated the utility of our novel approach for de novo
transcriptome assembly. This approach outcompetes existing de novo assembly
tools in the task of generating transcripts polished to a level such that protein
prediction is possible. Particularly in the C. elegans larval and young adult
datasets, CONDUIT dramatically outperforms existing tools in the task of
protein prediction, with a precision of above 54.5% and recall of the entire
annotated C. elegans proteome of above 24%.
The quality of transcriptomes assembled by CONDUIT depends on several
factors, including the complexity of the transcriptome being reconstructed,
the length of the corresponding short read RNA-seq data, and the depth of
sequencing of both the long read RNA-seq data and the corresponding short
read RNA-seq data. In C. elegans L4 stage data, where CONDUIT had it’s best
performance, the corresponding short read RNA-seq was stranded paired-
end 2x150 bp Illumina RNA-seq. In contrast, the C. elegans male short read
sequencing data was stranded 1x51 bp Illumina RNA-seq. This is notable
as the quality of the resulting transcriptomes for these two samples were
dramatically different, with a precision of protein prediction in the male data
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of roughly half that of the L4 stage. Part of this could be explained if the
male proteome of C elegans is less well annotated than the proteome of the
hermaphroditic larval stages. However the corresponding median percent
reference identities in L4 vs male stages (99.9% vs 99.3%) indicates that Il-
lumina polishing was less effective in males, suggesting longer, paired-end
Illumina RNA-seq outperforms shorter single-read sequencing at polishing.
The intron chain and protein level precision for GM12878 samples, mean-
while, was substantially lower than that of the C. elegans L4 sample. This is
partially a function of Illumina read lengths (the GM12878 data used 2x101
bp reads), but likely also related to the complexity of the transcriptome being
assembled.
CONDUIT’s ability to detect novel intron chains, exons and introns indicate
that CONDUIT is capable of improving the annotation of even the well anno-
tated C. elegans transcriptome. The highly polished nature of the transcripts
reported by CONDUIT and the requirement that every internal node and
edge of the graph representation of every reported isoform is supported by
Illumina RNA-seq allows us to report these novel exons and novel introns
with a high degree of confidence.
Though CONDUIT outperformed several existing tools in terms of correspon-
dence to the reference genome, and precision and recall of intron chains and
predicted protein products, it was slower than existing long-read correction
and de novo transcriptome assembly tools. This runtime can likely be improved
with some modifications to the partial order alignment step. Several SIMD
(Single Instruction Multiple Data) implementations of partial order alignment
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have been written, and using such an implementation may speed partial order
alignment of clusters significantly (Vaser et al., 2017; Gao et al., 2020). It is
worth noting however, that the runtime of CONDUIT scales poorly as the
number of long read scaffolds increases, particularly when the preprocessing
RATTLE gene level clustering is considered. This poor scaling resulted in
very long runtimes (> 1 week on 20 cores) when attempting to run the full
dRNA-seq dataset available for GM12878.
CONDUIT outperformed all other tools evaluated at reconstructing the pro-
teome of the pathogenic yeast Candida nivariensis, when using BLASTP matches
to evaluate precision recall and using the Candida glabrata proteome as a truth
set. This demonstrates the utility of using CONDUIT when reference genomes
are not available, or only a low quality draft genome. It is worth noting
however that Illumina RNA-seq coverage for this transcriptome was rela-
tively low, and the Illumina data was not stranded, which likely impacted the
performance of de Bruijn graph based methods Trinity and rnaSPAdes.
3.7 Methods
3.7.1 Software availability
CONDUIT is written in Nim and available at https://github.com/NatPRoach/
conduit under the GPLv2 license. Scripts used in the benchmarking, analy-




All benchmarking performed in this publication was based on publicly avail-
able data generated in previous studies. Supplemental Table 3 contains a
summary of metadata regarding each dataset including the publication of
origin, where it can be accessed, and accession number (where relevant).
3.7.3 Gene level clustering
For the purposes of clustering long read RNA-seq data into gene level clus-
ters we use the RATTLE clustering algorithm, which based on the RATTLE
publication outperforms minimizer-based read clustering (de la Rubia et al.,
2020). Briefly, RATTLE computes the clusters by a greedy two step clustering
approach. Reads are first compared to one another by comparing the number
of common k-mers between the two reads, and if they are similar enough by
that metric are then compared using an approach based on determining the
Longest Increasing Subsequence of co-linear k-mers between the two reads.
Crucially, RATTLE splits long read RNA-seq reads into robust gene level
clusters, which is necessary for our hybrid approach.
3.7.4 CONDUIT Partial Order Graph Buildup
Partial order alignment is a means of generating multiple sequence alignments
in a data structure known as a partial order graph (Lee et al., 2002). This partial
order graph represents the relationship between input sequences as a directed
acyclic computational graph where each vertex / node in the graph represents
a nucleotide and the edges in the graph represents paths taken through the
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graph by one or more sequence reads. In the case of our partial order graph
representation the weights for each edge are proportional to the number of
reads whose path through the graph contains that edge. The likelihoods for
each edge are calculated as the weight of that edge divided by the total sum
of weights of edges with the same tail node as that edge, where a tail node is
the node from which a directed edge originates.
In the zero-th iteration in which partial order graphs are built, pruned, and
first pass representative isoforms are extracted from each gene cluster, the
partial order graph construction is performed in a manner that reduces the
computational complexity of the problem. Clusters containing more than 200
reads are split into smaller subclusters containing a max of 200 reads, partial
order graphs are then constructed, pruned, and representative isoforms are
extracted for each subcluster. The resulting subcluster representative isoforms
are then progressively merged and decomposed, starting with the subclusters
with the fewest number of representative isoforms. After each merge a new
partial order graph is calculated for the merged subcluster. The graph is then
pruned, and representative isoforms are extracted from the merged subcluster
partial order graph (see Methods below). Merging continues until there is
only one subcluster left, at which point the extracted representative isoforms
are stored for use in later rounds of iterative short read polishing.
CONDUIT uses the software poaV2 (https://github.com/tanghaibao/
bio-pipeline/tree/master/poaV2) to perform its partial order graph con-
struction via partial order alignment. poaV2 is provided under the GPLv2
license and was modified slightly for use in CONDUIT. Note that the original
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poa software was written by Christopher Lee, and was also distributed under
the GPLv2 license (Lee et al., 2002).
3.7.5 CONDUIT Partial Order Graph Pruning
Once partial order graphs for each gene cluster have been generated, CON-
DUIT prunes these graphs to remove edges and nodes resulting from putative
errors in the sequences. Pruning is performed in each iteration of the algo-
rithm, including the first pass isoform extraction step in which only long
reads are considered. Pruning is a necessary step to reduce the number of
branches in the graph, generate consensus sequences for common regions
between isoforms, and to reduce the number of unique isoforms extracted
in later steps. This pruning operates under the following two principles and
assumptions:
• Reads must have a region of continuous difference of at least Ψnucleo-
tides to be considered distinct isoforms, where Ψis a parameter set by
the user (default: 35).
• A single scaffolding read is sufficient to declare the presence of a new
isoform. Note that while single reads are used internally to declare new
isoforms, final reported isoforms can be filtered after the program is
done running based on their degree of long read support.
Pruning is performed in the following manner:
Starting from the start node of each read, a greedy walk through the graph
is generated, walking down the edges that have the highest level of support
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until either i) a node visited in a previous greedy walk is reached, at which
point the walk continues for another Ψnucleotides and then stops, or ii) a
node with an outdegree of zero is reached.
Each read is then compared against each greedy walk, and continuous regions
of the read that differ relative to the greedy walk by less than Ψnodes are mod-
ified to reflect the greedy walk consensus. Continuous differences larger than
Ψnodes are assumed to reflect a different isoform and are not modified.
Once each read has been modified to reflect the greedy walks the graph is
reconstructed using the corrected reads and each greedy walk is considered
one more time. This time, every edge originating from every node present
in the greedy walk is considered. The edges that are not a part of the greedy
walk are added to a priority queue, ordered by i) the weight of the edge in
question ii) the log likelihood of the edge in question iii) the node id of the tail
node of the edge iv) the node id of the head node of the edge. This priority
queue therefore stores the paths remaining in the graph after an initial greedy
pruning, ordered by the degree of support for that edge.
Edges are popped off the priority queue in order. If this edge or the head node
of the edge no longer exists in the graph due to a previous trimming step the
edge is ignored, otherwise a greedy walk is generated starting with that edge
and stopping in the same scenarios described in step 1. As the greedy walk
is generated, branches not taken in the greedy walk are added to the priority
queue. Each read is then corrected relative to this greedy walk following
the same procedure used for earlier greedy walk correction. This process is
repeated until the priority queue is empty.
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This approach results in a pruned partial order graph that maintains differ-
ences between reads that are larger than some parameter Ψ, while collaps-
ing and pruning differences between reads smaller than this Ψparameter.
Once the graph is pruned, representative isoforms can be extracted from the
graph.
3.7.6 CONDUIT Representative Isoform Extraction
CONDUIT extracts splice isoforms from its trimmed splice graphs using
an approach similar to how the program StringTie does (Pertea et al., 2015;
Kovaka et al., 2019). Briefly, the position in the splice graph with the highest
degree of read support from the scaffolding nanopore reads is selected as a
starting point for isoform extraction. Once this point is selected, the isoform is
extended greedily until it can no longer be extended. Each greedy extension
is performed by adding to the isoform path the edge most supported by
corrected reads consistent with the path walked up to that point. In this
approach, a single difference between the isoform path and the path of a read
is deemed sufficient to remove that read from contributing to the weights
considered in the greedy extensions. Once the isoform path is completely
extracted, all reads consistent with the full isoform path are removed from the
graph such that they no longer contribute to the weights of the graph. This
process is repeated until all reads are accounted.
3.7.7 CONDUIT Illumina Polishing
Once first pass nanopore-only consensuses are extracted from each gene
cluster, higher quality, shorter reads are incorporated into the approach to
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polish the resulting isoforms. To perform this polishing, short reads are
aligned using Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) to the representative
isoforms extracted from the first pass consensus gene models, optionally
constricting alignment based on the strandedness of the long read scaffolds
and corresponding short read RNA-seq. The partial order graph represen-
tation of the relationships between isoforms in a gene cluster is then recal-
culated using poaV2 (https://github.com/tanghaibao/bio-pipeline/tree/
master/poaV2) (Lee et al., 2002). The alignments of the shorter Illumina reads
to the scaffolding representative isoforms are combined with the known path
through the graph each representative isoforms takes, effectively aligning
Illumina reads to the graph. Insertions, deletions, and mismatches in the
Illumina reads relative to the scaffolding representative isoform to which
they are aligned is used to update the partial order graph by creation of new
nodes, new edges, and updating of the weights of edges supported by these
Illumina reads. Note that the weight contributed by each Illumina read is a
parameter set by the user (default: 10). Once the graph is completely updated
with the weights, edges, and nodes supported by the Illumina reads, partial
order graph trimming and read correction is performed as above using the
updated graph structure. Representative isoforms are then again extracted
from the trimmed splice graph and stored. This process of Illumina polishing
can be repeated several times, which typically results in improved consensus
accuracy with each iteration.
There are two principal reasons for recalculating the partial order graph in
each iteration: 1) isoforms that were once different enough to be considered
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separate isoforms are occasionally merged within the graph if they converge
to the same sequence after polishing; and 2) since we align with Bowtie2’s
default reporting mode in the graph-based polishing iterations, each short
read is aligned to at most one representative isoform. By considering all rep-
resentative isoforms in their partial order graph representation, the common
regions between isoforms will receive support from each short read that aligns
in those regions, thereby correcting all the representative isoforms in the graph
structure while only aligning to one of them in the linear alignments.
3.7.8 Final polishing and stringent filtering
After the rounds of graph based polishing are performed, CONDUIT includes
an optional but recommended round of linear polishing in which each isoform
in a cluster is polished separately. This round of linear polishing is included
to deal with rare errors that remain after graph based polishing due to in-
teractions between the graph based structure and left alignment of indels
in Bowtie2 alignments. By polishing in a linear manner these errors can be
polished away.
As a part of this final polishing step a stringent filter is applied to ensure
that the reported isoforms are supported by Illumina reads throughout their
length. This filter requires that every base and every base to base transition in a
reported representative isoform is supported by a short read, with some toler-
ance at the ends of an isoform to deal with lower rates of Illumina alignments
at these end positions. Thus every isoform reported in the default stringent




To improve stranded correspondence to the reference genome annotation for
De Bruijn graph based approaches, extracted isoforms from these approaches
were reverse complemented before alignment if the longest open reading
frame found in the isoform was found in the reverse complement of the
isoform. Isoforms were aligned to the relevant genome (hg38 or ce11) using
minimap2 version 2.17-r941 with the following settings “-ax splice” for default
alignments, “-ax splice -C 2” for alignments used to identify non-canonical
splice sites supported by our approach (Li, 2018). Alignments were converted
from SAM to BAM format using samtools version 1.9 (using htslib 1.9) (Li et al.,
2009). Alignments were then converted from BAM format to BED format using
the BEDTools bamtobed function (using BEDtools version 2.29.2) (Quinlan
and Hall, 2010),(Quinlan, 2014). BED files were then converted to GTF format
using a custom nim function (bed2gtf) included in the CONDUIT Github repo
(https://github.com/NatPRoach/conduit) in the conduitUtils.nim file. This
conduitUtils.nim file can be compiled as a command line utility, containing the
bed2gtf utility as well as several other utility functions used in our analysis.
These GTF files were then compared against a reference transcriptome of the
relevant genome using GFFcompare to evaluate metrics of precision and recall
at various scales of the transcriptome including base, exon, intron, and intron
chain levels (Pertea and Pertea, 2020). The GTF transcriptome references
were obtained from the UCSC table browser (Karolchik et al., 2004) ( for the
human reference the settings were: group: “genes and gene predictions”, track:
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“GENCODEv32”, table: “known gene”) (for the C. elegans ce11 reference the
settings were: group: “genes and gene predictions” track: “WS245 genes”,
table: “ws245genes”). The relevant results of GFFcompare for each tool and
dataset evaluated can be found in Supplementary Table 2.
3.7.10 Protein Prediction
Protein products were predicted from each extracted representative
isoform by searching each isoform for the longest putative ORF, and
translating that ORF in silico. Predicted protein products were then
filtered to consider only products 75 or more amino acids in length.
These predicted protein products were then compared to a database of
annotated protein products for the purposes of evaluating precision and
recall (the human proteome used was downloaded from GENCODE [the
file gencode.v33.pc_translations.fasta.gz] and can be found here: ftp:
//ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/databases/gencode/Gencode_human/release_33/
[Frankish et al. (2019)]. The C. elegans proteome used was downloaded
from Uniprot and can be found here: https://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/
?query=organism:elegans&fil=proteome%3AUP000001940+AND+organism%
3A%22Caenorhabditis+elegans+%5B6239%5D%22# [UniProt Consortium
(2019)]). The functions used to translate putative transcripts, and used
to compare these translations to a reference are available in the CON-
DUIT GitHub repo (https://github.com/NatPRoach/conduit) in the same
conduitUtils.nim file described above.
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Figure S3.1: Repeated rounds of polishing gradually increase percent reference iden-
tity for C. elegans L4 data. Stringent threshold in final polish iteration substantially
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Figure S3.4: Example of a BLASTP match between a protein predicted from a Candida
nivariensis de novo assembly and PDR13 in the Candida glabrata proteome.
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Figure S3.5: Evidence of insertions remaining in the Candida nivariensis draft reference
genome. Blue vertical lines in the reads represent insertions in this IGV screenshot
of RNA-seq reads aligning to a locus in the draft genome. These insertions likely
affected the ability of StringTie2 to predict proteins.
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3.11.2 Supplemental Tables
Iter0 Iter1 Iter2 Iter3 Iter4 Iter5 Final
Average percent identity: 91 95.4 96.2 96.7 96.9 97.1 99.3
Median percent identity: 92.5 98.3 99.4 99.7 99.8 99.8 99.9
Table S3.1: Repeated rounds of polishing gradually increases percent reference iden-
tity for C. elegans L4 data. Stringent threshold in final iteration substantially increases
average percent reference identity.
Table S3.2: Benchmarking statistics for tools and datasets evaluated, provided as a
supplemental .xlsx file to this document
Table S3.3: Accession numbers and citations for datasets used in benchmarking,





4.1 Future directions in C. elegans
transcriptomics
Though our research has advanced our understanding of the C. elegans tran-
scriptome, a great deal remains to be discovered. As advances are made in
nanopore sequencing and molecular biology more techniques will become
feasible, and the depth of insight that can be gained through RNA-seq will be
expanded.
The first and most direct next steps for the research performed in this thesis
would be to sequence additional developmental stages not represented in our
sequencing. Sequencing of the stress-induced dauer stage, for example, may
provide insight into the transcriptional program of this state, the diversity of
transcripts expressed in this stage, and may assist in identifying novel isoforms
and gene models. Sequencing of embryos at various stages may also prove
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useful, as the transcripts present in early embryos are crucial for development
and may have novel transcript isoforms that remain to be discovered.
An additional sequencing approach that may be worth pursuing is the se-
quencing of tissue specific samples. In this approach one can drive expression
of a FLAG tagged Poly(A) Binding protein (FLAG::PABP) under various tis-
sue specific promoters. In the same operon as the FLAG::PABP is an SL2
trans-splice site and a GFP, such that the expression profile of the construct
can be evaluated through microscopy. A diagram of such a tissue specific
FLAG::PABP construct, as well as example GFP images from worms express-
ing these constructs can be seen in Figure 4.1A.
Figure 4.1: Tissue specific PABP expression system proposal for C. elegans
Once tissue specific expression has been shown through microscopy the trans-
gene expressing worms are homogenized, an immunoprecipitation for FLAG
is performed, (thus enriching the sample for RNAs bound to FLAG::PABP),
RNA is extracted, and then sequenced as normal. A similar version of this
approach has been used in C. elegans to profile 3’ UTRs in various tissues,
demonstrating the efficacy of the technique. It is possible on a long enough
time scale, of course, for the FLAG tagged PABP to unbind RNA from the
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target tissue and bind RNA from the rest of the organism, thus steps from
homogenization to immunoprecipitation must be performed quickly.
Expanding the number of sequencing datasets collected in C. elegans to capture
specific tissues and developmental stages not sequenced in our initial experi-
ments should expand our understanding of the transcriptome and bring us
closer to the theoretical capture of the complete C. elegans transcriptome.
In addition to sequencing of additional developmental contexts of wild-type
worms, sequencing of genetic mutants, particularly of known splicing regu-
lators could provide insight into the dysregulation of splicing under various
genetic perturbations. By looking globally at differential splicing in these
genetic mutants information about the function of the mutated gene could be
determined, such as putative binding motifs for the gene’s product, identified
as motifs enriched in the regions around affected splice sites.
Long read RNA sequencing of wild isolates of C. elegans may also provide
functional insights into the biology of worms. The C. elegans Natural Diver-
sity Resource project (CeNDR), has isolated and DNA sequenced over 700
strains of C. elegans from around the world (Cook et al., 2017). By performing
long-read RNA sequencing of many of these worms, and characterizing the
effect of natural diversity on differential splicing patterns of various genes
it is possible that correlations between SNPs and patterns of splicing can be
determined. Such data could theoretically be used to train machine learning
models to predict RNA splicing patterns from DNA sequence in C. elegans, as
has previously been done in human cell lines with some success (Jaganathan
et al., 2019).
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4.2 Comparison with Li et al.
Another research work, published alongside ours, also utilized dRNA-seq to
characterize the transcriptome of C. elegans in various developmental stages (Li
et al., 2020). This work, published in Genome Research by Li and colleagues,
sequenced N2 C. elegans as embryos, larval stage L1s, and young adults, and
based on their analysis claim to support far more novel isoforms in these
three developmental stages (sequenced to a depth of approximately 6 million
reads total) than supported in our 7 developmental stages (sequenced to a
depth of approximately 5.5 million reads total). The discrepancy between the
number of reported novel isoforms is likely a factor of the analysis pipeline
utilized, and as such, we seek to compare and contrast these methods to
determine which is likely a more accurate reflection of the true C. elegans
transcriptome.
To begin, Li and colleagues state they successfully map 99.7% of their dRNA-
seq reads to the ce11 genome, a substantially higher percentage of reads
mapped than our study, which mapped only 87.8% of reads. Though the exact
parameters of mapping used by Li et al. are not clear, as downloading and
mapping their L1 stage data with only the parameters stated in their paper
yields only 80% alignment.
Regardless of how mapping was performed, the number of novel isoforms
extracted would likely not differ as dramatically between publications if
different analysis techniques downstream had not been utilized.
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To begin, both Li et al and our research group filter their reads for ‘full-
length’ reads, to deal with the problem of 5’ truncations common in long
read RNA-seq. Li et al opt to perform this filtering by looking for reads with
a splice leader sequence at their 5’ end (shortfalls in the analysis of which
will be addressed shortly), or by setting an arbitrary threshold of necessary
percent coverage of an annotated transcript to be considered ‘full-length’.
The definition of full-length transcript from Li et al is important as they state
they require isoforms be supported by at least 5 independent ‘full-length’
transcripts to be reported. As such their ability to identify transcripts with SL
sequences must be examined thoroughly for any potential problems. They
utilize an approach for identifying SL sequences in which they consider the
first 22 5’-most nt of each read and perform local sequence alignment against
7 SL sequences. They then define any read with an alignment score above
some arbitrary threshold as having an SL sequence at it’s 5’ end. They defend
the validity of this approach and their isoform quantification approach by
simulating at a single gene a number of reads corresponding to possible
isoforms, then running their analysis pipeline on these simulated reads, and
claiming they have low false discovery rates in these simulations. Of course it
is not clear whether the gene they chose for these simulations is representative
of the transcriptome as a whole in terms of enrichment for SL sequence like
motifs and the cutoff they use may therefore be too lenient. In addition,
utilizing the first 22 nt of the dRNA-seq reads for SL identification is not
appropriate, as it is well documented that the 5’ most 10 - 15 bases of each
dRNA-seq read are not sequenced (Workman et al., 2019). Thus 10 - 15 of the 22
nt included in their analysis may result in higher rates of false positives.
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In addition to this consideration, Li et al opt not to exclude intron retention
transcripts from consideration in their isoform definitions. Given that we filter
these reads, this explains some of the discrepancy. In addition, we separate out
novel UTR isoforms from novel splice isoforms, which Li et al do not do. Given
that the vast majority of their novel isoforms are “5’ missing” ( which may be
a result of falsely labeling reads as containing SL sequences; and which we
do not consider), “intron retentions” (which we remove), “UTR extensions”,
“UTR truncations” (which we do not report as novel isoforms but as a separate
count of novel UTRs) “new junction”, “5’ extra”, or “3’ extra” (which we
would not identify due to our restriction of using only existing splice donors
and acceptors in the annotation) the discrepancy between number of novel
isoforms can be explained.
4.3 Future directions in development of CONDUIT:
Though CONDUIT outperforms existing tools in its current state, there are
several avenues for improving its performance and utility. The integration of
super-reads, synthetically longer reads generated by stitching together short
reads based on their overlapping sequences, for example, may improve the
polishing step of CONDUIT (Zimin et al., 2013). These longer and highly accu-
rate super reads would be more capable of resolving regions of representative
isoforms with higher error rates and therefore would be able to correct regions
that cannot be resolved by short reads alone.
CONDUIT would also benefit from the ability to merge transcriptomes gener-
ated in separate sequencing runs, such that common isoforms are identified,
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merged, and labeled with the same transcript ID. This is a non-trivial task,
as it would require comparison of two transcriptome annotations against
each other, which would require a large number of comparisons. Using an
approach similar to RATTLE gene level clustering, in which comparisons are
broken into two steps, the first extremely fast and the second slower, these
comparisons could likely be performed in an acceptable timeframe.
In addition, CONDUIT could be modified to report transcript expression
levels for each extracted isoform. Since short reads are already being aligned to
representative isoform scaffolds, extracting out transcripts per million (TPM)
metrics for each isoform should be relatively computationally inexpensive.
Adding this functionality would increase the usefulness of the CONDUIT
program as when combined with the merging approach proposed one could
in theory perform differential expression analysis between two conditions by
quantifying the expression levels in CONDUIT.
Finally, CONDUIT could be modified to output the partial order graphs
generated by poaV2 in a manner such that the relationship between isoforms
originating from the same cluster could be analyzed and visualized for more
insight into each gene cluster. This would allow researchers to examine their
genes of interest in it’s splice graph format, even in the absence of a reference
genome.
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4.4 Future directions in the field of long-read tran-
scriptomics
The ability to capture long-read transcripts at full length, without the need to
computationally reconstruct transcripts offers new opportunities in the fields
of transcriptomics. However the high error rates and various biases associated
with these long read technologies require some form of mitigation in order to
best utilize this new data type.
The problem of extreme 3’ bias and 5’ truncations, in particular, requires
addressing as this problem makes it difficult to impossible to separate out
bona fide alternative transcriptional start sites from long read RNA-seq data.
As proposed in Chapter 2, modifying the long read RNA-seq protocol to
enrich for full length transcripts or better identify full-length transcripts in
some capacity (either through mild treatment with a 5’ to 3’ exonuclease,
pull-down of some 5’ cap associated protein, or tagging the 5’ end with
a set of nucleotides of known sequence) would likely greatly facilitate the
computational analysis of dRNA-seq reads. By enriching for full-length reads
one could be more confident that 5’ truncations observed in the reads reflect
alternative transcription start sites, and thereby allow for identification of
additional isoforms.
In addition to modifying the molecular biology involved in generating long
read sequencing datasets, there is future work to be done in establishing best
computational practices for long read RNA-seq. As detailed in Chapter 1, there
are a number of transcriptome annotation programs that have been published
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since the advent of long read RNA-seq, however all of these programs are
quite similar to one another and none of them have established themselves as a
clear standard in the field. Given the highly competitive nature of establishing
long read RNA-seq pipelines we feel it is unlikely that our ab initio approach,
which was tailored to work in C. elegans, will be utilized by many in the future.
However we feel that the 3’ UTR calling approach we utilized improves on
the UTR calling approaches of other published techniques, and believe efforts
should be taken to integrate this approach into other long read RNA-seq
pipelines more likely to be utilized by other research groups.
Broadly, the application of long-read RNA sequencing to annotation of tran-
scriptomes has thus far mostly been used to expand the annotation of model
organisms and human cell lines, with well established and well annotated
transcriptomes (Workman et al., 2019; Roach et al., 2020; Volden et al., 2018;
Tang et al., 2018; Li et al., 2020; Jenjaroenpun et al., 2018; Garalde et al., 2018).
The application of long-read RNA-seq to non-model organisms without well
annotated transcriptomes (or even well constructed genomes) is a logical next
step now that initial best practices for long read RNA-seq analysis have been
established. The application of the techniques established in model organisms
to non-model organisms could allow for rapid high-throughput and accurate
annotation of transcriptomes at relatively low cost. Performing such analy-
sis at scale in a variety of organisms from the same clade could allow for a
long read sequencing based comparative transcriptomic or proteomic studies,
which could provide insight into the underlying biology of such a clade. Do-
ing so in a reference free manner, using a tool like CONDUIT would eliminate
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the requirement of such a study to have high quality reference genomes for
each species sequenced.
There is some evidence that long-read RNA-seq can be quantitative in nature,
(though the relatively low throughput as compared to Illumina sequenc-
ing makes long-read RNA-seq more prone to drop out of low abundance
transcripts) (Wyman et al., 2019). Provided this result is corroborated with
additional studies, the application of long-read RNA-seq in an expression
quantitative trait loci (eQTL) type study could be highly informative. By corre-
lating genomic SNPs vs the expression level of individual transcript isoforms,
and potentially the ratio of isoforms to one another the impact of such SNPs
on complicated patterns of splicing prevalent throughout the human genome
could be used to inform our understanding of splicing, and our ability to
predict splicing patterns from genomic sequence.
Direct RNA-seq is also able to detect RNA modifications at the signal level
owing to the impact of these modifications on the electrical signal of the
resulting read as it passes through the pore. Several approaches capable of
calling these modifications have been developed, though most existing RNA
modification detection algorithms focus on N6-methyladenosine (m6A), the
most prevalent RNA modification in most organisms (Lorenz et al., 2020;
Stoiber et al., 2017). Future work in the field of long-read transcriptomics
should make efforts to expand the number of possible RNA modifications
detectable from such approaches. This is a non-trivial computational task
however, as the number of possible sequences of length k scales with the
effective number of bases n, as nk, limiting the number of modifications one
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can consider at any given time. Approaches that compare electrical signals
between two samples have also been developed, and are in theory capable of
detecting sites of RNA modifications more generally, even if a specific model
for that modification has not yet been trained (Leger et al., 2019).
One advantage of long read RNA-seq that has not yet thoroughly been taken
advantage of is the ability of reads spanning the full-length of transcript to
effectively correlate aspects of transcript structure with one another. For exam-
ple, there could be instances in which the inclusion or exclusion of a certain
exon could correlate with the 3’UTR choice of the transcript. Indeed there are
several papers indicating that coupling between transcriptional processing
events occur in some genes (Tilgner et al., 2015; Anvar et al., 2018; Tilgner et al.,
2018). This was addressed in part in Chapter 2, section X, in which we stated
there were few examples of such correlation between splicing and 3’UTRs
in our sequencing of the C. elegans transcriptome. However, this may be a
consequence of relatively low coverage, and increased sequencing depth may
provide additional statistical power necessary to detect such correlations. In
the event correlations between 3’UTR choice, TSS choice, RNA modifications,
and splicing structure can be detected these events could be examined in
more detail to determine the underlying molecular mechanism behind such
coupling. Examining such coupling in more detail would be non-trivial, and
would likely require the establishment of some high throughput screening
method to determine where and when such coupling is occuring. In the event
a gene was found to have correlated TSS choice and 3’UTR choice, one could
attempt a screen in which PP7 hairpins are inserted in the coupled candidate
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5’UTR and MS2 hairpins are inserted in the coupled candidate 3’UTR. By then
expressing PP7 coat protein and MS2 coat protein tagged with mCherry and
GFP respectively, and screening for organisms in which GFP and mCherry
signals are non-overlapping one could in theory find candidate genes neces-
sary to drive coupling of 5’ and 3’UTR choice in this candidate gene. It is less
clear how one would experimentally examine coupling of RNA modifications
or splicing patterns within the coding sequence of a gene, as detecting RNA
modifications in a high throughput manner without sequencing has not yet
been done, and manipulation of the RNA within the CDS would likely disrupt
the function of the protein product of such a gene.
4.5 Discussion
The insight into the C. elegans transcriptome afforded to us by long and short
read RNA-seq has facilitated biological research, increased our understanding
of gene regulation, and assisted in gene annotation efforts. However, much
remains to be discovered about the nuances of gene regulation, the sets of
isoforms expressed by C. elegans in various developmental, environmental,
and genetic circumstances, and the biology of C. elegans more broadly.
In order to obtain these biological insights RNA sequencing data must be ana-
lyzed in a robust, reproducible, and logically and statistically sound manner.
Ideally this analysis would leverage previously reported data sets and our cur-
rent understanding of the transcriptome to build on that understanding.
The work outlined in Chapter 2 of this thesis made strides towards both
biological understanding of the C. elegans transcriptome and establishment
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of best computational practices for the handling of long read RNA-seq. We
feel our work has advanced the long read RNA-seq field through the creation
of a novel means of calling 3’UTRs from dRNA-seq data, and has advanced
biological understanding of the transcriptome through profiling of poly(A)
tails throughout development, supporting existing transcript isoforms with
full-length data, and characterization of novel transcript isoforms.
Meanwhile the development of CONDUIT is a step forward in the field of de
novo transcriptome assembly. CONDUIT outperforms existing de novo as-
sembly tools, as shown in Chapter 3. By leveraging the strengths of long reads
to generate scaffolds for representative isoforms and the strengths of short
reads to polish these isoforms CONDUIT generates highly accurate transcript
models completely independently of a reference genome. CONDUIT will
therefore be of use to researchers who seek to annotate the transcriptome of an
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